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Abstract—The increased use of smart Electric Vehicles (EVs)
and Plug-in Electric Vehicles (PEV) opened a new area of
research and development. The number of EV charging sites has
considerably increased in residential as well as in public areas.
Within these EV charging sites, various entities need to com-
municate in a secure and efficient way. The Open Charge Point
Protocol (OCPP) offers a way to coordinate this communication
and is already being used in many implementations. However,
only the latest OCPP 2.0 version of the protocol includes cer-
tain security features. In this article, we present the entities that
take part in an OCPP-based smart charging scenario, we iden-
tify security issues and threats and present solutions that have
been proposed by scholars. We identify open security issues for
OCPP and propose future research directions for the security
enhancement of the protocol.

Index Terms—Electric vehicle (EV), open charge point pro-
tocol (OCPP), plug-in electric vehicle (PEV), privacy, security,
vehicle-to-grid (V2G).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE WIDE adoption of smart electric vehicles has opened
a new area of research and development. It is predicted

that, by 2040, one out of three cars globally will be electric.
Some of the biggest automobile manufacturers worldwide are
planning on introducing several new electric vehicle models
each, in the next 10 years [1]. This turn of the global car fleet
towards Electric Vehicles (EVs) demands for an expansion and
enhancement of the existing EV charging infrastructure.

Open standards and a shared infrastructure for the EV charg-
ing are vital for the unification of the service provided by
independently operating charging stations and charging lots.
This unification will allow EVs to gain access to various
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cross-vendor charging stations, charge frequently and, there-
fore, operate seamlessly. This approach, however, necessitates
the coordination of the services, the charging station opera-
tions, and the EVs among others. EVs are part of and will
be integrated with the smart transportation and smart electric
infrastructure that are connected to, forming a complex system
consisting of a variety of entities and technologies [2]. This
new system that arises from the interconnection of smart cars
with the smart grid consists of mobile devices, autonomous
cars, and heterogeneous cyber-physical systems, exposing all
the above to new threats and vulnerabilities [3]. Even though
security technologies have already been integrated in some
systems [4], there is a need for these technologies to be
adapted for addressing the specific challenges of the EV
charging infrastructure.

Since several entities need to communicate in a secure and
efficient way in an EV charging system, also referred to as
Plug-in Electric Vehicle (PEV) network, a plethora of proto-
cols and standards are used to regulate this network commu-
nication. Organisations such as the International Organization
for Standardization (ISO), the International Electromechanical
Commission (IEC), the Society of Automotive Engineers
(SAE), and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), contribute in this standardisation effort. However, the
Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP) stands out as the de
facto used protocol in 148 countries across all 6 continents
and is supported by more than 65,000 installed and operat-
ing charging stations [5]. It is also reported that more than 40
electric chargers vendors are integrating OCPP in their prod-
ucts [6], [7]. The protocol is supported by the Open Charge
Alliance (OCA) with more than 220 member-companies active
in the electric mobility area [8]. OCPP [9] is involved in the
reservations and the management of the charging processes
to ensure quality of service (QoS) and efficiency in terms of
charging. The main advantages that led to the OCPP preva-
lence over other protocols are that it is an open and free
protocol, and it supports cross-vendor operability, as well as
fast and easy integration of devices.

The security of the EV charging systems is interdependent
to the security of the EVs, of the drivers, the infrastruc-
ture of the system itself, the power supplier, and the power
grid. As electric mobility is getting more popular, security
attacks against these assets are more common. In the period
2019-2021, cyber-attacks against EVs increased by 225% [10].
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A study revealed severe vulnerabilities in the charging stations
of 16 different vendors that could be exploited [11], while
Acharya et al. [12] mentioned that local power supplies are
vulnerable to the lack of security on EVs and EV chargers
data.

The current survey is expanding the existing research lit-
erature regarding the security of the EV charging systems to
include the security and privacy issues of all the assets of an
EV charging system. More than that, the current survey is
focused on the latest of the four released versions of the pro-
tocol, the OCPP version 2.0.1 [13]. This version, also referred
to as OCPP 2.0, was released in 2018 and includes improved
security features. OCPP 2.0 is the improvement of the version
1.6 [14], which introduced limited security features for the pro-
tocol and was released in 2015. The latest OCPP 2.0 version
incorporates features, such as secure firmware updating, log-
ging and event notification, and secure authentication [15], as
well as support for Transport Layer Security (TLS) and key
management of the client-side certificates. The recent addi-
tion of security features on the protocol indicates that the
study of the protocol’s level of security is ongoing and of
high importance.

The contributions of the current survey are:
(a) the depiction of a typical architecture and the descrip-

tion of the entities that take part in an OCPP-based EV
charging system;

(b) an analysis of the security issues and threats, and of the
related countermeasures proposed by other scholars;

(c) an association of the aforementioned security threats
with every asset of an EV charging system; and

(d) the identification of open issues and a proposal regarding
future research directions.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. In Section II,
the architecture of a typical OCPP-based EV charging system
is depicted. The elements within the architecture are described
with emphasis on the OCPP protocol’s history and characteris-
tics. The other standards and protocols that co-exist with OCPP
within a PEV network and cover end-to-end communication
are presented as well. In Section III, other recent surveys in
the area of EV charging systems security are shown and com-
pared against this work. In Section IV, the security issues that
arise from the interconnection of smart cars with the smart
grid and the existing solutions are presented. In Section V, the
privacy issues, and the detection and deflection mechanisms
are discussed. Based on the aforementioned, in Section VI we
identify open issues in security and privacy of an OCPP-based
EV charging system, and we propose future research direc-
tions. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section VII. A
list of the acronyms used throughout this paper is shown in
Table I.

II. OVERVIEW

OCPP was the result of an idea proposed by the Dutch
foundation ElaadNL for an open protocol to support the
communication between the charging points and the back-
end systems. The foundation’s recommendation was that
OCPP should be standardized and certified by OCA. This

TABLE I
ACRONYMS

OCA certification would ensure uniformity and cross-vendor
compatibility [16]. Since 2014, OCPP has been owned
by OCA [17].
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OCPP is a demand-response protocol which mainly pro-
vides the messages for the communication between the
Charging Station (CS) and the Charging Station Management
System (CSMS), although in practice it is not exclusively
used for that communication. In this section, we present
an Architectural Reference Model (ARM) of the topology
of a PEV charging network supported by OCPP, a brief
description of the main elements in the ARM, the OCPP-
based communication model, the power trading management
process, and the protocols and standards that coexist in a
PEV network.

The architecture and the elements of an OCPP-based EV
charging system, the communication model and the power
trading management supported by OCPP, as well as the
co-existing protocols and standards within an EV charging
system, are also presented.

A. Architecture of the EV Charging System

The architecture of an OCPP-based EV charging system, as
shown in Figure 1, contains the main entities that co-operate in
the lifecycle of the charging service. The architecture depicts
(a) all the devices that are located on the charging site, includ-
ing the consuming EV in a service’s instance, (b) the CSMS
and the Distribution System Operator (DSO), and (c) the pro-
tocols or standards applied on the component-to-component
connections. This architecture is based on the topologies
that are supported by OCPP, and which were introduced by
OCA [18].

Every EV charging system implementation may embed
some or all of the components described in the architecture.
The minimal implementation, however, requires the main com-
ponents, namely a CSMS, at least one CS, and the Electric
Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) for the vehicle’s plugging
and charging.

The existence of a direct communication between certain
components is mandatory. In some cases, the communication
between two components may or may not be explicit. For
instance, if the implementation includes a DSO, i.e., a third-
party component, this participation is realized by the direct
communication between the DSO and the Energy Management
System (EMS). A communication between the DSO and the
CSMS may also exist, if this facilitates both the EV charging
system and the third party.

The list of protocols and standards included in the archi-
tecture is restricted to the ones that define the communication
of the main components, hence to the ones that define the EV
charging system operation. OCPP mainly supports the commu-
nication amongst the three main components. This means that
the CS and the EVSE have an OCPP-based communication,
and the same happens between the CSMS and the CS when
they are directly connected, and when a Local Controller (LC)
or a Local Proxy (LP) mediates. Moreover, OCPP supports the
communication between (a) the CS and the EMS, and (b) the
EV and the EVSE [19].

It should be noted that OCPP is a demand-response pro-
tocol used by IP-connected devices which communicate via

Fig. 1. Architecture of an OCPP-based EV charging system.

the TCP/IP protocols stack. Therefore, the protocol’s oper-
ations and security are dependent on the components of
the architecture, their operational characteristics, and their
connectivity.

B. Elements of the Charging Infrastructure

The components of an EV charging system architecture are
the following.

1) Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE): EVSE is the
core subsystem of a CS providing the interface for the con-
suming EV to connect and charge. EVSE is the edge system
of the charging system which collects the EV data regarding
the EV’s charging and connectivity status. OCPP 2.0, which
refers to the 2.0.1 version of the protocol, supports the data
exchange between the EVSE and the EV upon connection [20]
and provides a set of standard messages for the communication
between the EVSE and the CSMS [21].

2) Charging Station (CS): CS is the managing system of
one or of a group of charging points and is located in a short-
range area of the charging site. The charging point hosts the
EVSE and the EV’s power connectors. CS is controlled by
the CSMS; CSMS creates the messages that define the power
limits and the operational state of the CS. Moreover, CS con-
trols the charging process of the connected EVs and enforces
these limits. OCPP 2.0 supports the authentication, transaction
and billing requirements, leading to the specification of the per
case limits [22], [23].

3) Local Controller (LC): LC is an optional controller for
the control of one or several CSs. LC either intervenes and
facilitates the CS-CSMS communication or controls the charge
limits on the CS when the CS-CSMS communication is lost
or interrupted. The use of scattered LCs in a PEV network
may be implemented to support and backup the CSMS, and
to distribute the control procedures and their computational
cost. OCPP includes functions for the use cases that include
LCs. These functions are built on the assumption that an LC
is a CS without any EVSE or any connector [18].
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4) Local Proxy (LP): LP is an optional unit which acts as
a router. The LP is used to route messages from and to one or
more CSs, especially if the CS has no access to the network,
due to their positioning, e.g., they are located underground.
In such a topology, the OCPP structure dictates the CS to
communicate with the LP as if the latter is the CSMS, and
vise versa.

5) Charging Station Management System (CSMS): CSMS
is the coordinator of an EV charging system. CSMS’s main
tasks [19] are the following: (a) to communicate with the CS
and the EVSE, (b) to define the service’s parameters taking
into account the user’s input, and the EV’s and the power grid’s
status, (c) to collect and store the charging system’s data, (d)
to host the user application, and (e) to maintain a booking reg-
istry for the service. CSMS communicates with the charging
system’s components via OCPP, with the exception of the com-
munication between the CSMS and the DSO. OCPP supports
smart-charging policies and allows the CSMS to implement
customized profiles for the charging processes [21].

6) Distribution System Operator (DSO): DSO is the system
or organization responsible for distributing electricity to the
end-users. The DSO allows or prohibits the power flow to the
charging site, and, based on the EV’s data feedback, ensures
balance and decongestion in the grid [24]. At least one edge
system of the operator is considered a third-party component
in the EV charging system. This edge system is indirectly
affecting the OCPP 2.0 operations, due to its third-party nature.
In the architectural schema, DSO represents this third-party
organization. Similarly, an organization or an individual that
manages the EV charging system is refered to as Charging
Point Operator (CPO). CPO is not depicted in the architecture,
but it is assumed that the CPO’s decisions are implemented
by the CSMS.

7) Energy Management System (EMS): EMS is an interme-
diary system to the CSMS-CS communication. EMS controls
a charging process by evaluating energy-based data fed by the
consuming EV [15]. If an EMS is included in the EV charg-
ing system, the charging service may be supplied with electric
power or with power provided by alternative sources, such as
renewable energy sources. These alternative energy sources
are also referred to as Distributed Energy Resources (DER).
OCPP 2.0 supports the communication of the EMS with the
CS and the reporting of the smart charging control limits that
are imposed by the former to the latter [18].

8) E-Mobility Service Provider (E-sEMSP): The role of the
EMSP is to manage the economic arrangements regarding the
EV charging service. EMSP issues the per EV or per EV driver
contracts and manages the billing processes. It is common that
the EMSP role is fulfilled by either the DSO or the CPO [25].
Either way, the DSO and the CSO inputs are processed by the
CSMS; therefore EMSP is not depicted on the ARM schema.

9) Electric Vehicle (EV) User/Driver: Although not
depicted in the ARM schema, the EV user/driver is an actor
of the charging system [19]. Most implementations provide a
user interface for the specification of the charging parameters
or for the definition of the service reservations. The user via
a smart device (e.g., smartphone) participates in the charging

Fig. 2. OCPP in ISO 15118 communication stack [26], [27], [28], [29].

process configuration. The user’s actions, the user device’s vul-
nerabilities and the user’s application add data and parameters
to the service, hence indirectly affecting the OCPP operations
and security. It is worth mentioning that several security meth-
ods for the identification of the consumer are based on the EV
user’s input.

C. OCPP Communication and Data Sharing

The development of OCPP started in 2009 and until today
four versions have been released:

• OCPP version 1.2 [30] in 2011,
• OCPP version 1.5 [30] in 2012,
• OCPP version 1.6 [14] in 2015, and
• OCPP version 2.0.1 [13] in 2018
The latest version 2.0.1, also referred to as OCPP 2.0, which

is the focus of this survey, has improvements providing the
most complete set of 65 request/response messages for the CS-
CSMS communication and improved security features. OCPP
2.0 supports the ISO 15118 standard for EVSE-to-EV commu-
nication [31]. ISO 15118 improves the previous standard IEC
61851 introducing the Plug & Charge (PnC) and the Smart
Charging features [32]. OCPP supports these two features as
well [33].

In the Open System Interconnection (OSI) and in the
Transport Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) models,
the OCPP is an application-layer protocol. OCPP is depicted
in the indicative list of the ISO 15118 compliant protocols in
Figure 2. The Supply Equipment Communication Controller
(SECC) Discovery Protocol (SDP) [27] is an alternative to
the OCPP application-layer protocol. The protocols for the
network, transport, session, presentation and application lay-
ers are described in the ISO 15118-3 part of the standard [34],
whereas the protocols for the Physical and Data Link layers
are described in the ISO 15118-2 part of the standard [31].

The OCPP exchanged messages are formatted based on the
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)/Extensible Markup
Language (XML) or on the JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
standard, with the latter being the preferred choice for the
presentation layer standard [25]. JSON is preferred because
it provides messages that are smaller in size and faster to
process [27].
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The operations in the session layer are fulfilled by the
Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G) protocol [35]. V2G manages the end-
to-end sessions for the respective application-layer protocol.
In the encapsulation process, V2G adds an 8-byte-long header
to the payload, namely the Vehicle to Grid Transport Protocol
(V2GTP) header. V2GTP is an identification factor for the
V2G message when transferred in a byte stream [27].

The OCPP-based communication is supported by various
transport layer protocols, such as Transport Layer Security
(TLS), TCP, and User Datagram Protocol (UDP). TLS pro-
vides a secure communication through an encrypted channel
for the transport layer end-to-end communication, and protects
the application-layer payload [36].

D. Power Trading Management

OCPP 2.0 complies with the ISO 15118 standard and for
a complete power trading management it includes pricing and
billing features. The ISO 15118 standard describes the PEV
network charging service supporting the PnC feature, which
allows the V2G communication to be held over a power line.

In an OCPP-based PEV network, the CS operates as a
communication gateway between the EV and the back-end
systems, such as the CSMS (Figure 3).

Regarding the power trading management, CS collects the
EV billing information [37]. The OCPP 2.0 power trading
management may offer the EV driver the options of choos-
ing the payment method, the preferred tariff or currency, and
the charging mode [38].

OCPP 2.0 is the first protocol version that introduces the
TariffAndCost functional block, which contains the messages
and the datatypes for the power trade [15]. According to
the OCPP specifications, this functional block considers a
list of requirements aiming to protect (a) the billing process,
(b) the privacy of the EV driver (e.g., driver tokenID), and
(c) the communication between the CSMS and the CS. The
TariffAndCost block allows the PEV network to provide the
EV driver with information regarding the tariff cost of a charg-
ing service before the service starts, to update the tariff when
changes apply, and to confirm the cost after the service is
completed [33].

As shown in Figure 3, the billing information transferred
within the PEV network raises certain security and privacy
issues. The security of the exchanged data depends on the
protocol’s operations, and the level of billing data protection
when stored, as well as when transmitted.

E. Co-Existing Protocols Within a PEV Network

OCPP was designed to be interoperable with other protocols
within the PEV network. In an OCPP-based PEV network, the
end-to-end communication may be covered by other protocols,
as well. The outcome of that communication, however, is a
variable in the OCPP communications. Figure 4 shows the pro-
tocols and standards that co-exist with the OCPP within a PEV
network. These protocols and standards are shown with a ref-
erence to the ISO 15118 protocol stack and are then described
with a reference to the de jure OSI model.

Fig. 3. Communication in power trading management process.

1) Physical Layer: The IEC 61851 standard describes an
Alternative Current (AC) or Direct Current (DC) conduc-
tive charging system. It also describes the utilization of the
control pilot signal [31] for the EVSE-EV communication.
More specifically, the control pilot signal is used to verify the
uninterruptible connection of the EV before the data transmis-
sion data as well as during the charging process. Regarding the
CS-EMS communication, neither IEC 61851 nor IEC 61850
support the reverse power flow from the EV to the grid [3].

SAE J1772 describes the EVSE-CS fast charging com-
munication [39]. J1772 or Type 1 is one of the common
types of connectors used in the U.S., with the other two
being the CHAdeMO, and the Tesla combo types [40].
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Fig. 4. Protocols and standards per OSI layer.

The J1772 connector supports the AC discharging of the
EV and the CHAdeMO the DC discharging. The OCPP
CPPWMController block, which is used for the control pilot
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), adopts the SAE J1772 low
voltage DC and PWM signaling [15].

As already mentioned, CHAdeMO is, similarly to J1772,
a bidirectional flow standardized connector for the connec-
tion of the EV on the EVSE interface of a CS. CHAdeMO
is the research product of Nissan and a Japanese hard-
ware vendor, Nichicon. CHAdeMO supports the OCPP-based
EVSE-EV communication [41]. The OCPP CHAdeMOCtrlr
block manages the configuration related to the CHAdeMO
controller [15].

The SAE J2931 standard includes the requirements of the
CS-EV communication. The standard is the SAE equivalent to
the IEC 15118.2 and to the IEC 15118.3 with the J2931.1 and
the J2931.4 parts respectively. J2931.4 defines the broadband
Power Line Communication (PLC) of the CS and the EV in
L1 and L2, whereas the J2931.1 defines the protocol for the
OSI L3 to L6 [26]. The standard covers the PLC alternative of
the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)-based
power line carrier [9].

2) Data Link and Network Layers: It should be noted that
the SAE J2931 is the one standard other than the ISO 15118,
that refers to the OSI L2 and L3.

3) Transport Layer: The Open Smart Charging Protocol
(OSCP) is an OSI L4 to L7 protocol for the DSO-CPO com-
munication [25]. OSCP was first introduced as an alternative
to the OSI L7 OpenADR protocol, but it was soon expanded
to cover all L4 to L7 layers. The same layers are covered by
the CPO-EMSP roaming protocols, namely the OCPI and the
OCHP.

The Open Charge Point Interface (OCPI) is an OSI L4
to L7 protocol allowing EVs to charge in various PEV
networks. OCPI is JSON-based. TLS is optional for the OCPI
protocol [25].

The Open Clearing House Protocol (OCHP) allows connec-
tions between the Clearing House (a role usually fulfilled by
the CSMS, offering a CPO-EMSP communication platform
in a cross-site manner), the EMSP and various CPOs. OCHP
is an OSI L4 to L7 SOAP-based protocol, for which TLS is
optional [25].

4) Session Layer: The Japanese Echonet Consortium
proposed the ECHONET-lite [42] protocol. ECHONET-lite
is focused on the CS-EMS communication, but not exclu-
sively [43]. Compared to OCPP, ECHONET-lite is an OSI L5
to L7 protocol [44] that utilizes binary-formatted messages.
Data security is not in the protocol’s consideration [45].

However, ECHONET-lite supports PLC, Bluetooth, Ethernet,
and wireless Local Area Network (LAN) among others [46].

5) Presentation Layer: The Open InterChange Protocol
(OICP) [47] is an OSI L6 and L7 protocol that supports the
same as OCHP communication, but it is both JSON- and
SOAP-based. OICP is also referred to as a roaming protocol.

6) Application Layer: In 2020, ISO and IEC introduced the
ISO/IEC 15118 standard for the communication between the
entities of an EV charging system [31], [32], [34], [48], [49],
[50], [51]. ISO/IEC 15118 describes the V2G communication
protocols per OSI layer. The standard introduces the PnC fea-
ture, which enables the authorized EV charging process. OCPP
has been developed following this standard.

The SAE J2836 standard includes the use cases, and the
SAE J2847 standard includes the specifications for the V2G
communication in the OSI L7. J2836 and J2847 are the SAE
equivalents to the IEC 15118.1 [26].

IEEE adopted the Smart Energy Profile (SEP2) protocol
from the ZigBee Alliance, and proposed the evolved IEEE
2030.5 protocol [52]. IEEE 2030.5 is an OSI L7 IP-based
protocol [45] that covers the EVSE-EV and the DSO-EMS
communication, where DSO is the third-party operator [53].
The protocol’s messages are XML or EXI formatted, and TLS
is implemented in OSI L4 for data security. Regarding the cer-
tification process, IEEE 2030.5 supports life-long unrevoked
private certificates as opposed to Public Key Infrastructures
(PKI) [54]. So far, the protocol has been used only in US
projects.

IEC 61850 is a standard that models the integration of the
charging infrastructure with the smart grid [45]. IEC 61850
was developed by the CHAdeMO Association as an OSI L7
alternative to IEEE 2030.5 and to OCPP for the CS-EMS
communication [55]. The standard proposes an intra-CS local
network to reduce wiring [56]. The standard also supports
the CSMS-DSO, the CS-CSMS, and the CS-CPO commu-
nications. OCPP and IEC 61850 complement each other for
the EVSE-DER communication, as they consider the alterna-
tive energy sources that may exist within the EV charging
system [57]. The DER communication systems are described
in detail in the IEC 61850-7-420 [58].

OpenADR, formerly IEC 62746-10-1, is an OSI L7 [59]
open demand-response protocol provided by the OpenADR
Alliance. OpenADR is developed to support the CSMS-DSO
communication [60]. In some cases, OpenADR has been used
for the DSO-CPO [61] and for the DSO-EMS communica-
tions [53]. The compliance to this standard enables peak power
demand reduction, load shifting, and dynamic pricing [1]. In
terms of security, TLS is mandatory in the transport layer
of OpenADR. Additionally, the OpenADR authentication is
based on PKI and trusted certificate authorities (CA) [54].
OpenADR combined with the OCPP gives a dynamic nature
to the CSMS with real-time adjustments to grid events.

III. RELATED SURVEYS

The existing surveys regarding the security of the EV charg-
ing systems are presented in this section. Table II depicts the
(a) the architectural model every study provides and, hence,
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TABLE II
SURVEYS ON EV CHARGING SYSTEMS AND OCPP SECURITY

the set of assets under study, (b) the set of security counter-
measures provided, if any, (c) the depiction of an association
between the security threats and the affected assets, (d) the
study of the OCPP security issues, and (e) the discussion top-
ics for security open issues. Table II also indicates what was
studied, partially studied, or not considered by the related sur-
veys in the literature, as well as a comparison between these
surveys to the current.

In an early 2016 paper, Han and Xiao [62] surveyed issues
related to privacy preservation problems in V2G networks.
They presented solutions that try to protect data privacy along
with typical attacks against privacy. Moreover, they presented
unsolved issues and possible countermeasures that were based
on the existing solutions. The article provided a complete anal-
ysis on privacy preservation issues related to V2G applications.
They mainly discussed issues regarding the location privacy,
the ID privacy, the anonymous authentication, and the billing
privacy. Even though this survey considered the security and
privacy issues of an EV charging system, the charging pro-
tocol vulnerabilities were not analysed. Their analysis was
more focused on the V2G network architecture rather than the
EV charging elements. Moreover, an association between the
security and privacy threats and the assets of an EV charging
system was not provided.

Bernardini et al. [63] conducted a thorough research in iden-
tifying the security and privacy issues in vehicular communi-
cations. They classified their analysis into three categories:
intra-vehicle, gateways, and inter-vehicle communications.
Although they identified most of the entities that participate
in an EV charging scenario, their analysis only included the
security issues associated with the DSO, the CS, and the EV.
Moreover, they did not provide an association between the
security and privacy threats and the assets. The security issues
of the OCPP protocol are only partially discussed.

The security issues that are associated with the OCPP
version 1.6 were presented by Alcaraz, Lopez and
Wolthusen [64]. Several vulnerabilities related to boot noti-
fication and to the use of the TLS protocol were analysed.
Moreover, the paper tried to identify the impact of the identi-
fied threats on several assets and communicating systems. The
challenges presented in [64] were related to the earlier OCPP
version 1.6, which lacked some of the security features of the
current version studied in this survey. Moreover, [64] focused
on the OCPP-based communication between the EV and the

CS, leaving aside assets such as the EV driver, the DSO, the
LC, the LP, and the energy sensors/controls. However, an asso-
ciation between the security threats and the assets under study
was presented and open issues referring to the then released
version of the OCPP were highlighted.

In a recent article, Van Audel and Poll [25] provided an
overview of the main roles and protocols in the use of EV
charging in the Netherlands. They argued that the TLS pro-
tocol cannot cover the security and privacy requirements that
the system has. They proposed that it would be feasible to
add end-to-end, long-term authenticity, and end-to-end confi-
dentiality to the data exchanged among different entities of the
system. The article is very interesting and has spotted secu-
rity issues by studying the Dutch EV-charging infrastructure.
However, the energy sensors/controls and the related secu-
rity issues were not considered. Additionally, an association
between the security and privacy threats and the assets was
not provided, and the security issues of the OCPP protocol
were partially discussed. The open issue that was identified is
the weak EV driver’s authentication.

Antoun et al. [39] presented a detailed report regarding
EV charging systems focusing on security and privacy issues.
They presented in a graphical way the main vulnerabilities
that exist both in residential as well as in public charging
infrastructures, and identified some security gaps which need
to be addressed in the near future. However, the assets that
were studied relatively to the security threats were the EV, the
CS, and the communication medium, resulting in a limited
threat-assets association list. Similar limitations affected the
countermeasures enumeration, including only solutions pro-
tecting the communication between the CS and the CSMS, as
well as between the CS and the EV. Open issues regarding the
protocol’s security features, the limited use of cryptography,
the lack of enforced authenticity, and the security of the power
grid infrastructure were discussed.

Metere et al. [54] reviewed security and privacy issues
related to the EV charging ecosystem focusing on smart
charging and V2G applications. Several recommendations and
guidance for securing the EV charging infrastructure were first
presented, followed by a detailed analysis of the security and
privacy issues that such a complex system faces. It was argued
that security technology is already there but it needs to be
adapted in order to take into account the specific challenges
of the EV charging infrastructure. According to [54], a balance
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between QoS and security needs to be achieved. Issues that
are associated with the OCPP were only briefly presented.
Moreover, some assets and their security issues, such as the
EV driver, were not studied while the CSs and the associ-
ation between threats and assets were partially studied. The
paper analysed in-depth the implementation of a Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) for EVs as a countermeasure for the EV
ecosystem security issues. Metere et al. [54] referred to the
need for an EV-charging dedicated PKI as an open future issue.

Pourmirza and Walker [65] reviewed the vulnerabilities and
the cyber security issues of the EV CSs in the then current
UK landscape. They emphasized on the disinformation attacks
against the CSs that may expose the EV driver credentials
and data. Beyond the CS, the security issues of three more
assets were considered, namely the EV, the EV driver, and the
CSMS. The security and privacy issues, as well as the coun-
termeasures were studied for the OCPP version 1.6 supported
CSs. A threat-asset association or a discussion about security
open issues were not provided.

In the latest OCPP-related study, Raboaca et al. [66] focused
on the application design for an OCPP version 1.6 supported
EV charging system. They overviewed the related topologies
and architectures and they analysed the OCPP operational
features to develop a CS reservation application for the EV
drivers. Although they overviewed the security issues on core
assets, the security attacks were not associated with the assets
that are mostly affected. They argued that the best practice for
OCPP security enhancement is the integration of Blockchain
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques. For the future, the
open issues discussed were on the topic of the CS performance
stability and not on the security area.

IV. OCPP SECURITY ISSUES

The security and privacy issues of an OCPP-based EV
charging system are discussed in this section. The security
requirements of the system, as well as of the elements operat-
ing in an EV charging system, are presented. Then, a taxonomy
of the cyber attacks, the physical attacks and the cyber-
physical attacks that may affect an EV charging system is
introduced, based on the type and on the impact of every
attack. For every attack, the proposed in the literature coun-
termeasures are enlisted, and the effect of the attack and of
every countermeasure per asset is depicted.

A. Security Requirements

The security requirements for the OCPP-based EV charging
service include the integrity, the authenticity, the confiden-
tiality, and the availability in the context of the EV driver’s
information, the EV’s data regarding the State of Charge
(SOC), the power micro-grid, and the billing process of the
service.

1) EV Driver’s Information: Regarding the billing process
and the EV driver’s information, non-repudiation and account-
ability are also important to ensure that every service cycle will
be paid for, and all billing-related messages/notifications are
sent and received by the proper recipient [67].

2) EVSE: The growth of the PEV use motivated ElaadNL
to study the security requirements for a PEV network and
all the participating devices and elements. According to the
outcome, the security requirements for the EVSE are [16]:

(a) remote updates/upgrades option;
(b) limited down-time cases and periods; and
(c) cross-vendor interoperability.
The contractual design of the EVSE must include the option

of remotely updating or upgrading the software or the firmware
of the EVSE or of the CS. The lack of this option in combi-
nation with the fact that CS are scattered in public areas and,
usually, away from the immediate access of an IT operator,
could lead in delayed updates and, hence, in security issues.

The configuration of an EVSE must be easily changed with-
out the need for a reboot. The same requirement exists for
any firmware updates, which, may also, call for a reboot.
This option would allow the frequent adjustment of the con-
figuration without the communication loss during the reboot
process. For the CS, which is always accessible by cus-
tomers and which should have a minimum down-time and
an updated configuration, this is a crucial feature operational-
and security-wise. The communication between the CS and
the back-end systems should be as uninterruptible as possible.

The remote unified migration of configuration parameters
should be a cross-vendor capability, so as to ensure the inter-
operability of the various CS models within one PEV network.
For the same reason, no information should be hardcoded on
the CS by the vendor.

3) Back-Office Systems: The list of requirements for a back-
office system includes the following:

(a) managing a network of multi-vendor devices;
(b) supporting smart charging; and
(c) resolving operational issues of multi-vendor devices.
4) OCPP: The OCPP documentation quotes the require-

ments considered for the OCPP 2.0 security block con-
struction [15]. This list, which is a refined and targeted
selection from the previously mentioned lists and the ElaadNL
study regarding the security requirements on EV charging
systems [68], consists of the following.

(a) The secure connection between the CSMS and the
CS, including the cryptographic methods to ensure the
integrity and the confidentiality of the messages.

(b) The mutual authentication between the CSMS and
the CS.

(c) The secure firmware update process for the CS with
ensured firmware images in terms of integrity and
non-repudiation.

(d) The logging/monitoring of the smart charging service.

B. Attack Classification

The categorization of the OCPP-related attacks is based on
the type and on the impact of the attack. Both the type and the
impact of an attack on a Cyber-Physical System (CPS), such as
an EV charging system, can be physical, cyber or both [69].
The type of an attack is physical, cyber, or cyber-physical
depending on the way of deployment, whilst the impact of
an attack is physical, cyber, or cyber-physical depending on
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TABLE III
TYPE-BASED TAXONOMY OF OCPP-RELATED ATTACKS

the consequences that the deployment carries. For instance, a
cyber-physical type of attack is the one deployed with both
physical access and the appropriate cyber tool, and an attack
with a cyber-physical impact is the one affecting both the cyber
realm and the physical infrastructure.

Based on these criteria, the attacks and the relevant counter-
measures already developed and tested on OCPP-based PEV
networks can be categorized in three groups: (a) the physical
attacks, (b) the cyber attacks, and (c) the interdependent cyber-
physical attacks. In the first group, we classify the attacks that
need physical access to a PEV network site or any architectural
element to be unleashed. In the second group, we classify the
attacks on PEV networks that are unleashed in a cyber man-
ner without any physical access needed, and in the latter group
the attacks that are deployed in a cyber-physical manner. This
taxonomy is shown in Table III. The description, countermea-
sures, and affected EV charging assets for the physical attacks,
the cyber attacks, and the cyber-physical attacks follow in the
next Sections.

C. Physical Attacks

The first group of attacks, i.e., the physical attacks
(Figure 5), and the related countermeasures that are proposed
in the literature are described in this section. This group con-
tains the attacks that are either physically unleashed or that
have physical consequences on the assets of an EV charging
system.

In Table IV, all the attack-related countermeasures are
shown, followed by the assets of an EV charging system. If an

Fig. 5. Physical attacks on PEV network.

asset is targeted by the attack and the proposed countermea-
sure is protecting the asset against this specific attack, then the
asset is marked as Protected asset in the Table. Otherwise,
the asset is marked as Targeted asset. If the specific attack
does not affect the asset, then this asset is not marked in
any way.

1) Tampering: Physical access control can protect not only
the scattered elements of the EV charging system, such as
the EVs, the driver’s smart device, and the EVSE, but also
the rest of the system’s assets. These elements are particularly
exposed to physical access by being installed or parked in pub-
licly accessed areas. In addition to this exposure, each of these
elements has operational or constructional characteristics that
may facilitate physical access attacks. The following counter-
measures are grouped based on the EV charging element that
is used as a tampering entry point.

a) EVSE/CS tampering: The EVSE is the edge device
hosted in the edge element namely the CS. EVSE is acces-
sible to the EV driver and in some cases to anyone, when
the CS is located in public charging sites. Additionally, most
EVSEs have external ports and USB or serial interfaces for
the EV connection; ports that allow and may be exploited by
a physical access attack, thus affecting the EVSE operations,
software, and hardware or the personal data of the EV driver.
EVSE is vulnerable mostly because of the included cellular
modem, which is used for the exchange of the card reader’s
data between the EVSE and the card issuer [91]. In case the
modem is tampered, then the payment process may be unre-
liable, the card owner credentials may be exposed, and the
charging service may never be fully completed.

As proposed in the report authored by the National
Renewable Energy Laboratory for the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) [36], the constructional design of the EVSE
can mitigate the physical access attack types by (a) reducing
the number of external interfaces, (b) enforcing encryption
methods for the incoming data, and (c) embedding tamper-
ing alarms and auditing techniques. OCPP 2.0 incorporates
cryptographic signature and firmware update features [71].
For that reason, OCPP is suggested as the optimal protocol
against the CS tampering and, more specifically, the EVSE
tampering [39].

EVSE is not the only CS asset that may be tampered. The
CS holds public and private certificates for the authenticated
communication with the EV and the CSMS. An anti-tampering
solution is the use of a smart card chip for the generation and
for the storage of the digital signatures [72]. If the smart card
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TABLE IV
PHYSICAL ATTACKS ON OCPP-BASED EV CHARGING SYSTEM

chip gets tampered with, then the CS will be alerted, and the
relative certificate will be revoked by the CSMS. In addition
to these features, modern smart cards embed micro-processors
allowing them to also host cryptographic operations [73]. The
use of a smart card as an anti-tampering solution has been,
also, proposed in [74] for the protection of the EV driver’s
data, during the payment process.

b) EV tampering: As the endpoint of the charging ser-
vice, every EV is identified and authenticated by the service’s
CSMS. The EV’s identification and authentication is, usually,
based on validation of the EV and of the EV driver’s creden-
tials. An EV tampering attack may result on a biased set of
credentials or on the exposure of the EV, of the CS or of the
EV driver’s sensitive data. A tampered EV may distort the
payment/billing process or mislead the CS or the CSMS with
false charging metrics and indications.

To address the EV authentication Chan and Zhou [75]
assumed that every EV should be equipped with an onboard
Intelligent Electronics Device (IED) to serve as an authentica-
tion token for the EV within the EV charging system. The IED
must be tamper-resistant and the key that is stored in it should
be accessed, revoked and issued only by the operator of the
charging system (i.e., the person or the authority operating the
CSMS). The necessary adjustments for the EV to include the
IED are considered easy and of low cost.

Based on the IEC 61850 standard and on the expected adop-
tion of Software Defined Networks (SDNs), Soares et al. [76]
introduced an authentication mechanism for EVs with limited
control load and authentication lifetime.

The latest OCPP version 2.0 supports the PnC mechanism
for the identification and authentication of the EV [1] via the
charge cable. PnC is aligned with the ISO/IEC 15118 stan-
dard and it allows the EV’s authentication without human

intervention. However, the PnC mechanism carries a vulner-
ability caused by the transmission of the EV’s credentials
back and forth between the CS and the CSMS during the
authentication process. A mitigation measure for this issue is
the generation and the storage of the credentials within the
EV [37], [70].

An alternative to the PnC is the Autocharge mecha-
nism [92]. Autocharge is supported by the previous to
the OCPP 2.0 versions, however several existing imple-
mentations are supported by those OCPP versions, hence
related security issues still need to be addressed. Autocharge
includes the vehicle-to-charger ISO/IEC 15118 Signal-Level
Attenuation Characterization (SLAC) protocol. SLAC is a
demand/response protocol used when the EV and the CS share
a PLC connection. The EV and the CS agree on a unique ID
key per session and any data exchange amongst them embeds
this key. The SLAC ID is provided by the CS and by the PKI
service. In addition to the case that the PKI service is inacces-
sible, the SLAC initialization messages are exchanged in plain
text, leaving the ID and, consequently, the session exposed to
eavesdropping attacks. Baker and Martinovic [77] propose the
use of a temporary Elliptic-Curve keypair for the SLAC ini-
tialization messages, until the session’s ID key is produced
and becomes known to both parties.

Another challenge in the case of EV tampering is the
integrity of the Electric Control Unit (ECU) of the EV.
Although an ECU tampering may have the goal of alter-
ing the charging process, ECU controls far more critical
tasks that may also be affected, such as the engine control.
ECU controls the charging process of the EV and, there-
fore, a man-in-the-middle (MitM) attack on the OCPP may
ultimately affect the ECU. In [78] and [79] a decentral-
ized firmware attestation scheme is proposed to detect the
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tampering of the ECU flash-memory or a stale firmware on
the ECU.

The ISO 15118 communication between the EV and the
CS is accomplished from the EV side via the Electric Vehicle
Communication Controller (EVCC) embedded device. EVCC
handles the communication and, therefore, it carries sensitive
data regarding the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM)
Provisioning and Contract Certificates and the related keys
of the EV. Zelle et al. [80] propose the use of the Direct
Anonymous Attestation (DAA) protocol and of the in-vehicle
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) to protect the EVCC and
the data against tampering throughout the PnC process chain.
TPM protects the keys and certificates by hosting their gener-
ation and storage processes, and DAA supports the encryption
and authorization processes during the charging service’s life
cycle.

c) Reservation/billing data tampering: The tampering of
the EVSE/CS, the EV, or of any other element of the EV
charging system aims to, ultimately, intercept or tamper with
the data and, therefore, to control the reservation or the pay-
ment/billing process. The data tampering is strongly associated
with energy theft, not only of the charging system’s micro-grid
but of the local grid, as well [64].

The BlockEV [81], a blockchain-based EV charging proto-
col, supports the EV-CS communication without any private
information sharing from either side. This is accomplished
with the use of smart contracts and a distributed ledger for
the relevant to the contracts data [93], [94]. The BlockEV
features ensure:

(a) the availability of the CS chosen for reservation;
(b) the validity of the reservation placed by the EV;
(c) the credibility of the EV or the EV driver;
(d) the price for the reserved service;
(e) the identity of the EV actually served; and
(f) the amount of consumed energy.
The smart contracts are used for the privacy-preserving

authentication scheme in [82]. In this case, for the anony-
mous completion of the authentication process, the Pederson
Commitment and the token-based mechanism are utilized.

The EV and the EV driver’s data protection against tamper-
ing is studied in [83]. This work proposes an authentication
scheme for the communication between the EV and the CS
that provides privacy regarding the EV’s and the driver’s data.
For that reason, the identification of the EV is based on a
pseudonym produced for every EV-CS pair in the EV charging
system. The pseudonym changes if the EV connects to a differ-
ent CS and expires when the EV leaves the charging area. Only
a central element, such as the CSMS, needs to keep record
of any change or any expiration of the existing pseudonyms.
The Portunes protocol [84] proposes the authentication of the
EVs with a pseudonyms mechanism that provides location pri-
vacy for the EV as well. Portunes was compared against the
Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) signa-
ture generation and verification and it was found to be much
faster.

d) Multiple assets tampering: Any tampering of the EV,
of the driver’s smart device, or of the EVSE can be mitigated
by embedding the Physical Unloneable Functions (PUFs), as

proposed by [85], [86]. PUFs alter the device’s behavior, mak-
ing the tampered device identifiable within the EV charging
system. Once the tampered device is identified, it can be more
easily contained. The secure user key-exchange authentication
protocol named SUKA [87] is also based on PUFs. SUKA
achieves a two-step mutual authentication between an EV
and the grid server. SUKA can provide session key security,
physical security, message integrity, and identity protection. In
addition, SUKA can protect the V2G communication against
impersonation, replay, and MitM attacks.

2) Side-Channel Attacks: The participation of the OCPP
communicating elements in the charging and billing processes
introduces a risk associated with side-channel attacks for those
elements and, hence, for the protocol itself. The power analysis
attack is a hardware attack, and one of the main classes of the
side-channel attacks. This attack may affect the EV charging
system’s elements that produce or host sensitive information
and, more specifically, the secret keys and the credentials [95].
The most vulnerable to power analysis elements are (a) the EV
driver, (b) the EV, (c) the EVSE, and (d) the CS. All these key
charging elements not only produce, store or exchange mes-
sages containing sensitive information but, also, they include
hardware that can be monitored regarding its power consump-
tion level. Depending on the targeted element and on the
acquired credentials and keys, the power analysis may lead to
impersonation, billing fraud, or meter bypassing attacks [80].

OCPP is also affected by the electromagnetic attack, a side-
channel class based on leaked electromagnetic radiation, in the
cases where a PLC exists between the EV and the CS [77].
The PLC circuit is by design operating as an antenna and
the waveforms of a PLC communication can be wirelessly
eavesdropped and manipulated with ease.

The side-channel attacks mostly focus on obtaining either
the EV’s or the driver’s credentials. These credentials are not
only useful to the attacker, but are, also, exposed to attacks.
The OCPP PnC mechanism is vulnerable to side-channel
attacks, because of the transmission of the EV credentials
between the CS and the CSMS, and vice versa, during the
authentication process [80].

Most side-channel countermeasures aim at protecting the
affected assets rather than preventing an attack against them.
A mitigation measure for this issue is the credentials gener-
ation and storage within the EV, as proposed in [37], [70].
The generation and storage are carried out by a Hardware
Security Module (HSM) embedded for this purpose in the
EV. The relevant messages exchanged between the CS and
the CSMS are natively supported by the OCPP 2.0 in the
form of DataTransfer messages. This dedicated hardware chip
implementation is preferable to the System on Chip (SoC)
alternative, in terms of operational independence and ease of
access.

An earlier dedicated hardware chip implementation, TPM
2.0 [88], has already been integrated in EVs that are in use.
TPM 2.0 supports a secure data and certificate keys storage,
cryptographic and authorization operations, and a detection
method for firmware manipulation. TPMs are aligned with the
AEC-Q100 standard and they conform to the Common Criteria
(CC) EAL4+ security certification. Fuchs et al. [89] propose
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a secure architecture that exploits the security operations of
the TPMs.

Even in the case of identification and authentication of both
the EV and the driver, sensitive information can be processed
on-site instead of being transmitted to the CSMS and back.
This schema may address the secure communication require-
ments of the PEV network. However, the extra devices per
CS needed for distributing the authentication process introduce
their own additional physical security issues. The implemen-
tation of physical security policies on these integrated devices
is proposed to protect the integrity of the devices and the
reliability of the power grid [55].

The project team working on an open-architecture software
platform for EV smart charging proposes the implementation
of an OCPP supported decentralized controller in every CS
(i.e., in the XBOS-V controller) [90]. The scattered decentral-
ized controllers are coordinated by the CSMS and relieve both
the CSMS and the CSs from the computational overload. The
CSs do not need to carry networking hardware interfaces or
perform complex communication processes.

3) State/Sensor Attacks: As the PEV network is highly
dependable on sensors, a service can be affected by malicious
sensor values in many ways. The sensor attack is usually per-
formed to ultimately lead to a False Data Injection Attack
(FDIA) [96], a jamming of the sensor’s communication with
the ECU, a GPS deception or even a Denial of Service (DoS)
of the ECU [97]. All these consequent attacks may also affect
the intra-ECU or the extra-EV communications and, therefore,
the OCPP. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the literature
does not contain a work or study regarding a countermeasure
specifically for this physical attack.

D. Cyber Attacks

The second group of attacks, the cyber attacks (Figure 6),
and the related countermeasures that are proposed in the
literature are described in this section. This group contains
the attacks that have cyber consequences on the assets of an
EV charging system.

In Table V, the countermeasures related to every attack and
the assets of an EV charging system are shown. The assets are
either not marked if the attack does not affect them, or marked
as Targeted asset if the attack affects them and no countermea-
sure exists, or marked as Protected asset if the countermeasure
is protecting the asset.

1) Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) Attack: The MitM in the
PEV network context can be deployed by having as entry
points characteristics or vulnerabilities of one or more ele-
ments. One of these cases is the exploitation of the CS USB
ports, which are usually publicly accessed. This access to the
CS USB ports allows the attacker to obtain logs and critical
data of the CS itself, and of the EV. Also, these attacks may
result in installing malicious firmware and software on the CS
or in changing the CS clock and in distorting the service [39].
In most of the cases, however, MitM attacks are targeting the
CS-CSMS or the EV-CS/EVSE communications [36] as well
as the exchanged data.

Fig. 6. Cyber attacks on PEV network.

The EVs are also a preferable entry point for MitM
attacks. These attacks exploit ECU vulnerabilities to take
control of the EV and then distribute the attack to the
PEV network. The decentralized firmware attestation scheme
proposed in [78], [79] uses the ECU flash-memory and
firmware protection to mitigate those vulnerabilities.

The MitM attacks on the communication between the CS
and the CSMS may leak the information exchanged regard-
ing the prices, the firmware, and the access control policies
among others. The protection of the CS-CSMS communication
against MitM is studied in [99], where the OCPP DataTransfer
operational message is used to exchange important data, such
as the meter value, in an encrypted manner. Additionally, the
data is segmented in shares and each share is transmitted in
separate messages. Thus, an MitM attacker would not only
need to decrypt but, also, to collect enough shares to be able
to recover the original data.

The MitM on the EV-EVSE communication may leak
the location of the EV, financial information of the service
or the EV driver, and security/identity credentials of the EV
or the driver. If such an attack succeeds and the attacker man-
ages to set up connectivity, for example with the EVSE, the
attacker may proceed and make the EVSE redirect traffic to
itself (i.e., sinkhole), or to randomly select hosts and deploy
a distributed attack (i.e., wormhole) [64].

To address this issue, the Multimodal and Multi-
pass Authentication using Contract Certificate (MMA-CC)
scheme [100] was proposed, where a charging service is acti-
vated only for an EV with a valid contract certificate submitted
alongside the EV driver’s credentials. The same communica-
tion can be protected by the EV power trading decentralized
architecture based on the consortium blockchain [101], [102],
where the trader’s digital signature is embedded on the data
and then encrypted with the recipient’s public key. The
Direct Anonymous Attestation (DAA) protocol and the in-
vehicle TPM [80] are proposed to mitigate MitM for the
communication between the Electric Vehicle Communication
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CYBER ATTACKS ON OCPP-BASED EV CHARGING SYSTEM

Controller (EVCC) and the Supply Equipment Communication
Controller (SECC), by introducing encryption and authoriza-
tion processes. Additionally, a blockchain-based EV charg-
ing solution can enable the EV-CS communication without
sharing their private information but instead using a smart
contract [81].

Regarding the EV-CS communication and the SLAC ini-
tialization messages these two ends exchange, the proposal by
Baker and Martinovic [77] for the use of a temporary Elliptic-
Curve keypair until the session’s ID key is produced and
known to both parties, is a counter-MitM technique. By imple-
menting the Elliptic-Curve keypair both the EV and the EV
driver, as well as their credentials, are protected when access-
ing the CS by a MitM attack. These pre-charging negotiations
can be protected by three-factor authentication protocol [86].
However, this protocol is mainly designed for the EVSE-CS
internal communication.

OCPP security relies on lower-level protocols, such as on
TLS, which in turn is not MitM-proof. Especially in the OCPP
context, TLS is not sufficient, because [112]:

(a) it does not provide long-term authenticity or
non-repudiation;

(b) it does not provide secure certificates validation;
(c) it introduces overhead; and
(d) it allows proxied data to be transmitted in clear text.

To prevent MitM attacks, a Back Propagation Neural Network
(BPNN) scheme to be hosted by the CSMS was proposed
in [98]. The BPNN can detect an MitM attack by analyzing
the charging/discharging requests and it can mitigate the attack
with a delay- or a discard-request decision.

2) Packet Replay Attacks: One of the threats against the
OCPP protocol is data disclosure. In data disclosure, an
attacker can copy, read or replay private information about
the EV and the EV driver. This information can be used by an
adversary for financial benefits [36]. This information is usu-
ally obtained by eavesdropping or by a packet replay attack,
where the attacker intercepts the communication between EV
and EVSE through delays. This results to packet replays,
which compromise the freshness of the OCPP messages.
Replay attacks may occur when the exchanged messages are
not encrypted and/or not authenticated.

To guard against these types of attacks, the Message
Authentication Code (MAC) can be utilized [71] to secure
the Controller Area Network (CAN) traffic between ECUs.
However, MAC often does not fit into standard CAN data
fields, which allow messages up to 8 bytes. Moreover, CAN
messages are broadcast to all nodes without discretion, which
means that they are vulnerable to eavesdropping or masquerad-
ing attacks. An intrusion detection system (IDS) [103], [104]
proposed to train and recognize abnormal behavior can provide
an alternative or a supplement to MAC.

This kind of attack can be mitigated with a variety of tech-
niques. A three-factor authentication protocol can be used
for the pre-charging negotiations between the EVSE and
the CS [86]. An anomaly detection framework can be used
with either machine learning techniques or a backpropagation
neural network for detecting malicious OCPP traffic [107].
Specifically, in case there is the same OCPP version implemen-
tation on both the CS and the CSMS, the similarity between
two consecutive requests and responses can be evaluated to
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show whether a pair of request/response is valid. So, the
faulted CS can be identified and excluded from the charging
process.

This type of cyber attack can also be mitigated with a
TLS supported authentication of the OCPP messages, which
protects the communication between EV and EVSE. If TLS
is implemented, the encryption of the messages with an
asymmetric key will prevent session eavesdropping and hijack-
ing [39]. However, TLS introduces unwanted overhead and
additional costs, especially for the communication over cel-
lular networks. So, a blockchain-based framework for EV
reservation with a smart contract would be useful for the ver-
ification of the EV and CS through smart contracts. Thus,
valid information and messages will not be replayed or
eavesdropped [81]. In [105], such a blockchain-enabled EV
charging system is proposed, with a focus on reducing the
load on the grid, increasing user satisfaction and ensuring
security. In these systems, EV and CS could authenticate
themselves with freshly generated random numbers. However,
such implementations lack the flexibility to adapt to the EV
driver’s changing preferences and to the dynamically changing
grid conditions. Thus, for a protected PEV network, AI and
Blockchain should complement each other. A distance bound-
ing algorithm is proposed in [106] for the packet replay attacks
on the EV-EVSE communication, which exploits the temporal
delays created by the attack to the communication flows.

A packet replay attack could also be mitigated with the
use of key-based authentication protocols in the pre-charging
negotiations between the EVSE and the CS [86].

3) Denial-of-Service DoS/DDoS Attacks: The main
problem for the smart grid (SG) infrastructure is the devel-
opment of optimal network design problems to address the
existing gap between the security/resilience requirements and
the provisioning of cost-effective SG communications. The
security requirements are formulated in terms of monitoring
the communications by the SG IDS, while the resilience
requirements address the ability of the infrastructure to
function in the presence of disturbances, e.g., failure or cyber
attacks. The use of IDS engines and the optimal number
of aggregators in the communication network among the
smart grid components with a one-layer aggregation-based
machine-to-machine architecture can be studied based on
three metrics: the energy consumption of each aggregator, the
relay and aggregators cost, and the delay [113]. The use of
TLS/SSL to secure communication with the combination of
HTTPS and WebSocket Secure (WSS) is proposed in [107].
However, the implementation of TLS increases the overhead
and since most CSs use the cellular network infrastructure,
this results in an additional cost. Even with the use of a
secure connection, basic requirements, such as end-to-end
security and non-repudiation, are not always guaranteed.

Serious threats in the smart grid are the Denial-of-
service (DoS) and the Distributed Denial-of-service (DDoS)
attacks that severely threaten the availability of the Advanced
Metering Infrastructure (AMI) network resources communi-
cation. These attacks target the CSMS, the CS, and their
communication links which use the OCPP protocol. The
multiple EVs participating in the charging process can be used

by an attacker to initiate a DoS or a DDoS attack by flooding
the network with fake/unnecessary charging requests to reserve
charging time slots. This type of attack overloads the charging
schedules of the CS, and prevents the CS from serving benign
EVs [39]. Moreover, the same attack can affect the EVSE
communication channels by inhibiting the charging or by dis-
rupting the grid services and possibly resulting to an unstable
grid. This kind of cyber attack is a special disruption-type
attack that comprises the deleting or dropping of messages.
Some subcategories of DoS attacks like the grayhole attacks
(i.e., selectively forwarding packets to the next hop) or the
black hole attacks (i.e., dropping all messages), may severely
affect the functionality of the OCPP protocol [64].

In the literature, the EV charging protocol should include
processes for a scenario in which the EV reserves a charg-
ing time slot at a CS by sharing its private information with
a trusted central management (i.e., the CSMS and the CS).
CSMS and CS both make the reservation decisions for the
EV [108]. Moreover, trusted third parties/central aggregators
are assumed to handle the EV’s private information. Thus,
the security/privacy of an EV has been largely ignored. This
private information can be either deleted or dropped by a
malicious attacker who conducts a DoS attack. An important
research challenge is how an individual EV could make an
efficient CS selection in a decentralized manner, without leak-
ing its private information neither to a CS nor to other network
entities.

In order to address the above mentioned privacy and secu-
rity problems, some works propose the use of AI in order
to detect both random and faulted traffic using a single neural
network [107]. An authentication protocol, which consists of a
three-factor protocol for the pre-charging negotiations between
the EVSE and the CS has been proposed [86]. Other works
suggest the use of the blockchain-based distributed ledger
technology (DLT) [109], [110]. More specifically, a DoS attack
can be mitigated using a distributed blockchain-based efficient
CS-selection protocol to ensure the security and the privacy of
the EVs, the availability of the reserved time slots at the CS,
and a high service quality. This blockchain-based EV charging
solution enables the EVs to communicate with the CS without
sharing their private information by either using a smart con-
tract design or commitment schemes with binding and hiding
properties in order for the EV to negotiate with the CS the best
tariff option [81], [85]. The partially decentralized Consortium
BC [102] can also be used. In this solution, only parts of the
authorized nodes participate in the consensus, thus improving
its efficiency and the transaction throughout. Consortium BC
can also tackle the impersonation attacks, to which the OCPP
protocol is also vulnerable, where an attacker pretends to be
a CS or the CSMS.

4) ARP Spoofing: In the Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP) spoofing attack, the attacker manipulates the ARP mes-
sages to relate his MAC address to a legitimate IP address
and receive data destined to the spoofed IP address. In the
case of ARP spoofing, the PEV network information regard-
ing the CS (i.e., location, availability, status, charging profiles,
schedules) and the EV (i.e., location, ID or other identification
credentials) may be exposed [60]. This traffic integrity attack
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is usually followed by a MitM attack, where the MitM node
is the one committing the ARP spoofing [71].

Although ARP spoofing is noted as a cyber attack against
the PEV network elements, no OCPP-specific or PEV-specific
countermeasures have been studied so far. ARP spoofing in
PEV networks is currently addressed using conventional coun-
termeasures of identifying an attack, relying on VPNs and
static ARP, and on techniques such as the use of IDS, and
packet filtering.

5) Remote Keyless Entry (RKE) Cloning: The RKE systems
support the keyless access to the EV, both to the driver and,
unfortunately, to a potential attacker. An RKE-supported EV
is accessed with a button click, which also activates a rolling
code signal. However, the rolling code schemes can be eaves-
dropped, and, thus, the EV is vulnerable to RKE cloning [71].
An attack against the RKE systems is mainly targeting the
EV’s sensors. The more autonomous an EV is, the more dan-
gerous an RKE cloning can become proven [95]. The OCPP
operations are consequently affected by RKE cloning when a
compromised EV enters the PEV network.

6) Malware Attacks: An EV charging system relies on the
safe and uninterruptible communication between the EV, the
EVSE, the CS, and the CSMS [3]. All these entities can be
attacked by malware that may lead to energy theft, data leak-
age or DoS. The former three entities are even more likely to
get a malware installed, because of their physical exposure and
the ease of access from an attacker to them. A malware attack
is more likely to be executed by someone who has physical
access or a privileged account in the PEV network (i.e., inside
attack) [60].

The two cyber attacks described in [114] are based on mal-
ware. In the attack for bill reduction, the attacker misleads
the customers of the PEV network, showing them a raised
electricity price for the time slot he wants to charge and dis-
couraging them from charging at the same time. This lowering
of demand has the consequence of lowering the actual elec-
tricity price and the attacker manages to be served at a lower
cost. In the attack for forming a peak energy load, the attacker
identifies a peak time slot and misleads the customers of the
PEV network showing them a low electricity price for the peak
time slot encouraging them to charge at that time. This results
in an energy load increase during the peak time slot and may
lead to power overload.

To locate a malware within a PEV network, IDS and SNMP
MIBs (IEC 62351-7) can be used [55]. According to [55],
if the malware uses the EVSE as an entry point, the PEV
intra-network communications will most probably be inter-
rupted, whereas the charging service could continue using
local default EVSE functions. Gharaibeh et al. [111] propose
the use of TPM, which is a cryptographic dedicated module
operating as a co-processor within a system under protection.
TPM checks the system in every boot and prevents the booting
if any change is detected.

E. Interdependent Cyber-Physical Attacks

The last group of attacks, the cyber-physical attacks
(Figure 7), and the related countermeasures that are proposed

Fig. 7. Cyber-physical attacks on PEV network.

in the literature are described in this section. This group
contains the attacks that have a cyber-physical impact on
the assets of an EV charging system or the attack type is
cyber-physical.

In Table VI, the related to every attack countermeasures
are shown, followed by the assets of an EV charging system.
The assets are either not marked if the attack does not affect
them, marked as Targeted asset if the attack affects them and
no countermeasure exists, or marked as Protected asset if the
countermeasure is protecting the asset.

1) Power Outage/Overload: Both the power grid and
the PEV network are co-independently vulnerable to cyber-
physical attacks. The power outage is a cyber-physical attack
that causes a charging service’s unavailability and, hence,
immobility issues. Power overloading is the other side of the
same coin, a case where the attacker aims at increasing the
energy load to disrupt the load balance on the local micro-grid,
causing a blackout, and, thus, damaging the grid infrastruc-
ture [114]. Energy theft is a subcategory of these attacks; the
attacker in this case has as a main target to pay less than
the real value of the consumed energy [115]. Overloading is
also considered to be a cyber-physical attack. The power util-
ities share publicly real-time information regarding the grid
(e.g., outages logs or announcements, planned maintenance,
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TABLE VI
CYBER-PHYSICAL ATTACKS ON OCPP-BASED EV CHARGING SYSTEM

upgrades and installations). This data weaponizes those plan-
ning to remotely deploy an attack against the grid [116].

a) Protection of the micro-grid: The increasing number
of EVs and the forthcoming rise of energy needs call for
enhanced grid infrastructures and flexible energy production,
that combines the volatile and the renewable power resources.
In this vein, Uhlig et al. [117] and Kubis et al. [118] propose
an autonomous operation system, namely the InGO, for grid
reinforcement. InGO consists of modules that divide the grid
in low voltage and independently operating micro-grids.

In any case, power outages are a parameter that affects the
charging system and can only be mitigated by a carefully

designed power grid; it cannot be extinguished. The lack of
any alternative solution, in terms of power for the CSs located
in the outage reported area, would lead to the immobility
of any EV and, hence, of the passengers in that area, as
well. Amini et al. [119] propose a distributed decision-making
algorithm that enables alternative energy resources to sup-
port the CSs without power supply and preserve the service’s
availability.

The impact on the power grid coming from the increased
micro-grid load due to EV charging, especially during peak
hours, was studied by the participants to the My Electric
Avenue Project [120]. The outcome was that the load can be
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significantly controlled if every charging system implements
a short intermission of less than 15 minutes during every
charging lifecycle. This intermission, also known as supple-
mental reserve capacity, would lead to a lower SOC in some
of the consuming EVs, which can be acceptable thanks to the
constantly increasing battery autonomy, nowadays.

The protection of the OCPP-based charging site from the
results of power outages was studied in [41]. The report
presents the outcome of the aggregation of an EV fleet and
of scattered CSs deployed at the Los Angeles Air Force base.
The report proposes a hardware load separation (HLS) pro-
cess for the EVSE and the local grid, and the supply of the
EVSE via alternative power sources, such as via a storage bat-
tery system or via a diesel generator. The HLS would keep
the charging service uninterrupted during the outage and the
power grid relieved from additional start-up load on the power
restoration phase.

In the same project, the PEV network includes an EMS,
the Distributed Energy Resources Customer Adoption Model
Optimizer (DER-CAM). DER-CAM combines data from both
the fleet and a forecast system to manage the charging schedule
for the site and to ensure the EV power autonomy in case of an
outage, by enforcing a steadily high SOC for every EV. A sim-
ilar EMS, the Independent System Operator (ISO), is proposed
in [60] to manage the power load at peak hours, the charging
cost and the schedule, and to support the service with backup
power in the case of outages. The Outage and Restoration
Management (ORM) is another example of an EMS designed
to operate in the Field Area Network (FAN) of the smart grid’s
distribution tier, as described in the report of the programme
ebalance-plus [56]. In the EU research programme named
SmartNet [58] for the smart interaction schemes between the
Transmission System Operator (TSO) and the DSO, and the
EU research programme named PlanGridEV [121] for the grid
planning and the operational principles of EV mass roll-out, an
Outage Management System (OMS) is included in the archi-
tecture to not only identify and resolve outages, but also to
keep logs of the grid’s stability.

Korba et al. [114] introduce a two level anomaly detection
framework based on regression decision trees to leverage the
regularity and the predictability of the energy consumption,
to build reference consumption patterns for residential micro-
grids, and, ultimately, to predict power overloading attacks.
This solution affects the residential PEV networks.

b) Protection of the power grid: In an EV charging
system, the EV connection to the grid should be verified before
any charging process is initiated. During the charging pro-
cess, any change on the connection or the existence of earth
continuity resistance should pause or terminate the charging
process, so that both the EV’s battery and electric circuits,
and the grid’s power flow are not affected. In [122], the use
of a physical control pilot conductor which controls the EV’s
charging load is proposed. The conductor and the control of
the power flow with the use of a pilot signal is described in
the ISO/IEC 15118 standard [31].

Some cyber-physical attacks exploit OCPP to affect the
network infrastructure and, ultimately, the power grid. FDIA
is an example of such an attack. The FDIA attacker uses

the sensors operating within the PEV network and biases the
values of the charging state of an EV or of a CS, without
being easily detected. In [96], a method based on time interval
observers to detect FDIA is proposed. In this case, the control
center can identify the FDIA affected sensors by evaluating
the time intervals in the sensor’s data transmissions.

The Wireless Power Transfer (WPT) technology is a mod-
ern method for the EVs charging service provision within
a PEV network. However, WPT suffers from vulnerabilities
that could lead to a sudden and concurrent load or to a sharp
load change caused by stationary energy (e.g., from the EV’s
battery). These vulnerabilities could affect the power grid’s
stability. The encryption method provided by the OCPP, when
protecting the communication between the CS and the CSMS
of the PEV network, is considered as a proper practice against
most WPT vulnerabilities [123].

Some of the IDSs proposed in the literature deal with energy
theft and grid overloading as well. Although treated similarly,
the two attacks differ in several points such as in the attacker’s
operating mode, the detection delay, and the impact on the
AMI. For example, a grid overloading cyber attack causes
an immediate damage, therefore the detection delay in this
case is more critical compared to the energy theft attacks. So,
an energy theft detection system (ETDS) that can effectively
detect energy theft attacks against AMI and can differentiate
them from other cyber attacks is urgently needed. An ETDS
would address two key issues. The first issue is the detection
of malicious samples. The second issue is the sampling of the
smart meters to achieve better load management and faster
demand response. The higher the sampling rate, the higher
the risk of revealing customers private information.

Jokar et al. [115] propose a consumption pattern-based
energy theft detector (CPBETD) that employs novel tech-
niques to overcome the problems associated with exist-
ing classification-based ETDSs. CPBETD utilizes appropriate
clustering techniques and generates a synthetic attack dataset.
This results to a robust against contamination attacks system,
which achieves a high detection rate and a low False Positive
Rate (FPR).

However, it should be noted that the EVs, depending on the
grid operators (i.e., the DSOs), may be used as backup power
generators in case of outage, because the EV batteries have
the spinning reserve capacity. The batteries also support black
start services (i.e., the process of power restoration relying
only on distributed energy and not on external sources) and
the EVs may be used as a key element during the restoration
phase after an outage [136], [137]. These features, if evalu-
ated by a cyber-physical attack, may disturb the power grid
with (a) a sudden surge in demand (i.e., many EVs appear to
request charging at the same time), (b) a sudden surge in sup-
ply (i.e., many EVs discharge power from their batteries to the
grid simultaneously), or (c) a switching attack (i.e., multiple
charging and discharging activities in a short time period to
destabilize the grid) [3].

In this vein, Li et al. [124] propose the implementation of a
software-defined controller, the SD-V2G, which is constantly
evaluating the EV’s SOC-aware flow and facilitates the tran-
sition from state to state (i.e., the charging, suspending and
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discharging states) of the EV. This two-way flow of data and
power (also referred to as Vehicle-to-Home (V2H), inspired
by the residential CSs) is proposed to use smart meters, which
detect outages on behalf of the micro-grid or of the power grid
operators [46].

2) Substitution Attacks: The identification and authentica-
tion over the power grid processes may be physically bypassed
by an EV connected in the place of an already authorized EV.
These attacks, called substitution attacks, are a cyber-physical
variation of the MitM attacks. The EV’s authentication pro-
cess, especially when the EV is wirelessly connected to the EV
charging system, may expose the EV’s identification creden-
tials. The scenarios of a successful substitution attack include
the activation of the charging and billing processes for a falsely
authenticated EV based on (a) the driver’s credentials alone
or, (b) the credentials of a different EV [75]. The substitution
attacks are motivated by the stealing of valid EV credentials
on behalf of an unidentified EV and may escalate to EV or
EVSE tampering, expressed by the stealing of the ECU which
hosts the EV credentials [31] or by the transferring of the
charging cable from a legitimate EV to another EV.

In [75], a two-factor cyber-physical authentication process
is proposed where the physical connectivity parameter is, also,
evaluated alongside with the EV’s digital ID. In the same
scope, Vaidya and Mouftah [100] propose a Multimodal Multi-
pass Authentication (MMA) mechanism which identifies and
authenticates both the EV and the driver, while the respec-
tive credentials are obtained from multiple paths. MMA has
been also tested using contract certificates in compliance to
the ISO/IEC 15118 standard. Irshad et al. [86] propose a
three-factor authentication protocol for the pre-charging nego-
tiations between the EV and the CS. The EV is authenticated
based on the EV driver’s credentials, which include a bio-
metric factor. The protocol is supplementary to the OCPP
and is proven resistant to substitution, man-in-the-middle,
impersonation, and denial-of-service attacks.

3) Meter Bypassing: The meter bypassing cyber-physical
attack takes place on the EVSE [60] and, as it results on alter-
ing the billing process, it also affects the EV driver. Although
meter bypassing needs physical access and manipulation of
the EVSE hardware, it can be cyber-physically conducted by
exploiting the smart metering features and applications. The
meter bypassing may affect (a) the EV driver in terms of ser-
vice and billing, (b) the EV, which may not be charged, and
(c) the power grid, that may be overloaded or under-priced.

OCPP supports smart metering for the communication
between the CPO and the power grid operators (e.g., the DSO)
to protect the metering and billing processes. The security of
the OCPP-based communication between power suppliers and
the back-end billing system is a concern of the Penta Security,
the South Korean company that developed the AutoCrypt
V2G [125]. AutoCrypt V2G is a blockchain-based suite which
provides data encryption and digital signatures for the authen-
tication and for the authorization of the entities participating
in a charging system. AutoCrypt V2G also supports the PnC
feature of OCPP.

The smart metering for the publicly accessed charging
systems is usually based on the localisation of an EV for

billing. For that reason, a common practice is the availability
of one CS per parking bay. The integrity of the billing pro-
cess relies on two assumptions: (a) that every CS-supported
bay will be occupied only by EVs, and (b) that every EV will
connect to the corresponding CS and not to a nearby sited
CS. Both conditions, however, are not ensured in the case
when the driver moves the EV charging cable from one CS
to another. Nürnberg and Iwan [126] propose the use of mag-
netic, inductive, or electromagnetic detectors placed under the
road surface that provide real-time localisation data for all EVs
in the parking area.

Meter bypassing is a security issue not only for the EV
charging system and the provided service, but, also, for the
power grid and the provider’s back-end systems. The need
for power is massively increasing as every fossil-fueled vehi-
cle is replaced by an EV. Smart metering enables options,
such as peak shaving [138]. Peak-shaving allows the DSO
or any operator from the power grid’s control side to reduce
energy consumption in peak hours for the protection of the
grid. This is proposed in the case of the Motown [127], an
open-source platform proposed by E-laad, Alliander Mobility
Services (AMS or Allego), iHomer, and NewMotion.

The constantly increasing number of EVs and the forthcom-
ing rise of energy needs call for robust grid infrastructures and
flexible energy production that combine the renewable power
resources. In this vein, Uhlig et al. [117] and Kubis et al. [118]
propose an autonomous operation system, namely the InGO,
for grid reinforcement. InGO consists of modules that divide
the grid in low voltage micro-grids which are independently
managed. In the case of an OCPP-based EV charging system,
InGO intervenes between the CS and the CSMS communica-
tion and protects the data exchanged with the InGO firewall,
resulting in the safe processing of the smart meter data.

The research group of the NOBEL GRID EU programme
proposes to harden the smart meters with the use of a smart
meter extension module (SMX) [128]. SMX applies role-based
access control (RBAC) policies to restrict unauthorized access
to the smart meters.

4) Over-the-Air (OTA) Updates Tampering: The EV and
the CS contain a hardware complex, where each device has a
different firmware. Considering the firmware constant changes,
the cost of recalls and the time cost of calling an EV in for a
firmware update, the update Over-The-Air (OTA) approach is
an appealing alternative. OTA is facilitated by the almost unin-
terruptible network connection of modern EVs. Nevertheless,
OTA updates are both a security risk and a security counter-
measure. The OTA tampering of a firmware or of a software
can expose vital EV operations to remote attacks (i.e., con-
trol override attacks or Remote Control Execution (RCE)
attacks [105], [139], and, at the same time, an EV with an
outdated firmware or software may be vulnerable to the latest
cyber attacks [71]. The same problems are faced by the CS.

Whereas OTA firmware updating and patching is a con-
venient way to bypass recalls and out-of-service periods for
an EV, firmware is left exposed to tampering while being
transmitted to the EV. Additionally, the OTA option is not
always supported by the EV, especially by older models.
Buschlinger et al. [37] propose the updates to be done via
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the PnC connection of the EV to the CS. The transmission
of the firmware will be done over the charging cable and the
firmware will be tamper-proof. According to [37], the mean
time of a charging process, i.e., 30 minutes, is enough for a
simultaneous update, offered as a Value-Added Service (VAS)
in the charging site. Such services are already under study and
development [140].

An anti-tampering solution for the protection of the
firmware or the software transmitted as an OTA update is the
use of the Masked Authenticated Messaging (MAM) mod-
ule [129]. MAM allows the seeding of data via channels. The
owner of the seeded data and of the channel may change the
access rights to public, private or restricted and, thus, it will
be feasible to control who will be able to access the seeded
data and with what rights.

A list of actions is proposed to the EV manufacturers to
minimize the risk of remote access, which is a direct result of
OTA updates tampering [36]. The list includes the following
countermeasures:

(a) authorization and authentication process executed prior
to the update process;

(b) encryption of the update’s files, the EV data, and the
inter-ECU messages; and

(c) restore/revert option in case of OTA update failure or
tampering.

The encryption should be done using the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) 256 algorithm or other acceptable standard-
ized alternatives.

5) Smart Card Cloning: The EV driver is usually identified
within the PEV network by the Unique Identifier (UID) of
an Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) smart card [73].
The smart cards are also used as micro-processors and stor-
age devices to secure the driver’s data from tampering [72],
[74]. The cards are issued by the managing authority of
the PEV network (nowadays the same authority has the role
of the CPO based on the contract with the EV driver).
However, the smart cards may be cloned, which is an OCPP
impersonation attack variation. The protocol may be severely
affected by such an attack, if the attacker accesses the
OCPP parent idTag, under which a group of tokens can be
manipulated [64].

The smart card cloning attacks are already popular despite
the current low prices of charging because they are easy to
deploy and also they have an immediate economic benefit
when reselling the cloned cards or using the cloned cards for
a free-of-charge service. However, there are techniques such
as the monitoring of the location, the time span, and the con-
sumed quantity of energy that can help identify a cloned card
in a PEV network [73]. For this reason, they are characterized
as attacks of medium-high impact, high feasibility, and low
detectability.

The tag ID of an RFID smart card, which is read at a
CS, combined with the EV driver’s login credentials to the
charging scheduling/billing application are used for the autho-
rization of a charging service in the Multimodal and Multi-pass
Authentication Scheme using smart cards (MMA-SC) [100].
The service is activated only for the CS where the card was
read.

Van Aubel and Poll [25] propose the replacement of the
RFID smart cards with the use of contactless banking cards,
supporting the EMV standard (EMV was originally created
and named after the three companies Europay, Mastercard,
and Visa). According to EMV, it is possible to authenticate the
card with the stronger security-wise asymmetric cryptography.
Alignment with the EMV means that the card readers embed-
ded on the CS should also support the EMV authentication
method.

The latest OCPP 2.0, supports the PnC mechanism for the
identification and authentication of the EV [1] upon connecting
to the CS, to tackle the EV driver’s exposure via the use of a
smart card.

6) Masquerading and Impersonation Attacks: A PEV
network may suffer by masquerading attacks (e.g., illegitimate
EV charging with another EV’s credentials) or by the slightly
different impersonation attacks (e.g., an EV driver charging
his EV and billing another EV driver) [99]. The main entry
points for both these attacks are the EV, the EV driver (e.g., the
credentials of his credit card, the access account for the reser-
vation/billing application), and the CS [24], [39], [62]. The
masquerading attacks are mostly used to disrupt and to affect
the integrity of the charging service, while the impersonation
attacks are used by the malicious party so that the service’s
control will be taken over and the service’s availability will
be disrupted [141].

A generic but valid countermeasure to prevent masquerading
attacks is to use an identification method based on certificates
issued by trusted authorities. In [111], the certificate revocation
mechanism is proposed to ensure the validity of the certificates
against post-issuance masquerading. The Multimodal Multi-
pass Authentication (MMA) mechanism [100] is another case
where the protection of the EV credentials is achieved. The
aforementioned three-factor authentication protocol protects
the OCPP against EV driver’s impersonation attacks [86].

Masquerading attacks may occur when messages exchanged
between ECUs are not encrypted and authenticated. Since the
Controller Area Network (CAN) messages are broadcasted to
all nodes without discretion, they are vulnerable to masquerad-
ing attacks. Since CAN frames are not encrypted, the carried
data can be accessed by the attacker who will be able to locate
system entry points. To guard against this type of attacks,
the Hash-based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) can
be utilized [71] for securing the CAN traffic between ECUs.
The cipher-based variation of MAC (CMAC) [63] secures the
intra-ECU communication utilizing the AES cipher and shared
keys between communicating ECUs. In [131], an en-route fil-
tering scheme using polynomials instead of MAC is used to
protect the nodes. The encryption of the V2G communication
this time is treated by a proposed ECC-based protocol (ECC
stands for Elliptic Curve Cryptography) [132].

As a mitigation approach, Danish et al. [81] implement
the payment functionality in blockchain to make sure no
false information can be injected in the system and that the
EV will securely pay only for the provided service. As the
EV and the CS are making reservations and charging pay-
ments on a blockchain network, no malicious entity can spoof
their identity during the charging process. Evaluations show
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that the proposed BlockEV is scalable with significantly low
blockchain transaction and storage overheads.

However, the deployment of smart contracts in blockchain
lacks the flexibility to adapt to the dynamic charging behav-
ior of the EV drivers and grid conditions. In the consortium
blockchain solution [102], only parts of the authorized nodes
participate in the consensus and, therefore, impersonation
attacks against the OCPP protocol are contained. The consor-
tium blockchain solution is only registering nodes verified by
multiple key pairs. Moreover, the keys are different for every
transaction of the node. A similar approach is presented with
the EV power trading decentralized architecture based on the
consortium blockchain [101], [102], where an EV imperson-
ation attack is prevented using a private key (PK) and a secret
key (SK) for every legitimate digital signature and an improved
Krill Herd (KH) algorithm. Similarly, the blockchain-enabled
security architecture for EVs based on cloud and edge comput-
ing [130] uses blockchain-based data and energy coins, while
data frequency and energy contribution amount are evaluated
for the security level determination.

As discussed earlier, the OCPP PnC feature is an anti-
tampering tool for the EV and its hardware. However, if an
attacker manages to get possession of the PnC credentials, he
may deploy an EV impersonation attack and (a) commit fraud
by billing another legitimate costumer, (b) get free access to
value-added services, or (c) request renewed PnC credentials
and get falsely validated. The generation and storage of the
credentials within the EV can protect the PnC credentials [89].

A more generic but effective solution, the embedding of
PUF on the exposed EV and CS [85], [86], [87], will allow
the identification of an impersonator or a masqueraded device
in the PEV. It is notable that ISO 15118-2 considers the server-
side authentication as mandatory, whereas it acknowledges that
a mutual server- and EV-side authentication process would
prevent impersonation attacks [133].

7) False Data Injection Attacks (FDIA): FDIAs can be
performed by compromising the communication channels.
Typically, an FDIA attack is conducted by hacking the com-
ponents of the overall charging architecture using the OCPP
protocol, or by accessing and manipulating the database of a
control center, by sitting at the CSMS component.

FDIA in the setting discussed in this survey aims to com-
promise the meter measurements. Remember that the system,
including the communications over the V2G network, is
largely regulated based on the EV state’s estimates. The attacks
target precisely these estimates, and if effective they can lead
to wrong decisions, e.g., about the charge level, the timings, or
even the market prices. There are effective methods for detect-
ing bad data in networked systems, such as the least squares
(LS) estimator-based detectors, where binary decision dia-
grams (BDDs) are used to detect bad data due to random noise
and faults, but not for detecting FDIA. Bobba et al. [142] aim
to constrain attackers to only a limited number of meters/nodes
in order to protect the entire network. Sou et al. [134] aim to
tackle attacks which commence after the perpetrator has col-
lected offline or electricity consumption data and use that to
visualize the topology of the network from such incomplete
knowledge.

Kurt et al. [135] used a sequential change detection
approach as the quickest way to detect an FDIA. The idea
builds on the fact that LS estimator-based methods depend
only on present measurements, while their approach is to adopt
a state-space model that enables the use of both past and
present values, so that accuracy is improved. In [96], the design
of interval observers series considering the bounds of internal
states is proposed. This involves the use of modelling errors
and disturbances to estimate the interval states of the grid
physical system on which the OCPP protocol operates. FDIA
detection can be achieved by using the interval residuals of the
observers. The measurement data of the corresponding sensor
(e.g., meter) is used as an input to the interval observer. A logic
localisation judgement matrix is constructed to localise the
sensor in which an FDIA has taken place. Therefore, interval
residues observers and a logic-based localisation matrix for
FDIA detection are proposed [96]. This approach is demon-
strated on the IEEE 36-bus grid and can be adapted in a
straightforward manner to smart grids/networks running the
OCPP protocol.

8) Insider Attacks: The CS/EVSE tampering attacks are
a usual expression of insider attacks; an insider is a person
considered to be trustworthy to the EV charging operators and
is therefore given access privileges. An insider can be the actor
in an attack for energy theft [64]. There are also some “hybrid”
roles, such as the EMSP and the CSO, which are not always
fulfilled by a physical entity, but, sometimes, they are fulfilled
by a person or a device that has another role already. The
existence of these roles is a security gap that can be exploited
by an insider. In a study regarding the end-to-end security
in smart EV charging, the communication between the CSO,
the LC and the CS is mostly targeted by an insider attacker,
because of its simple execution [73].

IEC 62351-8 Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) [99]
introduces roles and inherited permissions and restricts access
to attackers, even if they are insiders. RBAC can protect the
aforementioned devices, entities, and data and, consequently,
OCPP communication.

9) Switching Attacks: The switching attacks are attacks
with a cyber-physical impact. They use the OCPP setCharg-
ingProfile or the startTransactions requests on the CS. When
the CS is compromised, these OCPP messages allow the
attacker to install malicious charging profiles. With these pro-
files in action and the control of the CS, the attacker can acti-
vate multiple charging/discharging activities in short intervals
and, ultimately, destabilize the service and the grid [3].

The switching attacks can be mitigated using the Back
Propagation Neural Network (BPNN) scheme [98]. The BPNN
algorithm assists in the suspicious requests detection by
analysing the charging/discharging requests. If such requests
are detected, the algorithm discards the requests or inserts
delays in their execution time to limit the impact of the attack.

Other countermeasures to prevent switching attacks from
succeeding, are the following [3].

(a) Strict CS access control policy for the allowed data traf-
fic, restricted access to physical or network ports, strong
credentials and authentication methods.

(b) Anomaly detection engine to monitor the EV schedules.
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(c) EV driver’s approval/disapproval for any charging
schedule update.

(d) Contingency plan for the power grid.
(e) Anomaly detection engine to monitor the smart meters’

data streams.
(f) Standardization within the current charging

infrastructure.

V. PRIVACY ISSUES AND DETECTION/DEFLECTION

MECHANISMS

Considering the architecture and the underlying infrastruc-
ture for charging EVs, privacy data can be leaked in various
places. Private data includes personal information of EV own-
ers/customers, including patterns of energy usage, types of
EVs, movement pattern of EVs and owner(s). Private data of
the EV itself includes the timings of when an EV needs to be
charged, at what location(s), owner/user data, payment details,
energy usage, and frequency of charging. When the privacy of
such data is compromised an adversary can know when the
owner is travelling, and maybe even in which direction. If the
EV ID is stolen the adversary can charge other EVs in its
place and monetarily affect the user(s) of the compromised
EV. On these grounds, detection and deflection mechanisms
are of great importance for minimizing the impact of such
illegitimate actions.

Regarding privacy issues, EVs have to provide their IDs,
plug into charging spots, connect to LAGs, and communi-
cate with service providers. This leads to potentially exposed
users private data, such as the location of charging or discharg-
ing [162]. The location privacy of the Judging Authority (JA)
for payment and billing is also discussed in [163].

Battery management also poses a potential threat to privacy
data as battery information can provide additional information
for the adversary which can be used to build the EV owner’s
mobility profile. Furthermore, it is much easier to attack V2G
networks rather than the traditional grid due to the two-way
communication taking place between EV and the grid [164].

Data management in V2G networks includes data collec-
tion, aggregation, storage, and publication. Attackers may
show a great interest on hacking the database or the storage
systems. Furthermore, various malicious software and attacks
are aiming at database or storage systems.

Billing is also done differently in V2G networks than in
the traditional power grid. Although a credit card can satisfy
most of the needs of V2G networks, it is not a good way
to protect privacy since in many financial applications, even
though credit numbers are encrypted, some information related
to credit cards is not encrypted [165].

V2G networks may employ OCPP everywhere or they may
use ISO/IEC 15118 as the charging protocol between the EVs
and the charging spots, adopt IEC 61850 for the communi-
cation between charging spots and energy providers, and use
OCPP as the communication protocol between the charging
spots and the mobility operators. All of these protocols have
their own specific vulnerabilities. Potential attackers may make
use of the loopholes in these protocols for malicious purposes.

TABLE VII
PRIVACY ISSUES AND DETECTION/DEFLECTION MECHANISMS

Based on the method used, Table VII provides a classifica-
tion of the literature findings regarding the privacy preservation
techniques, the authentication/authorization mechanisms, and
the detection and deflection mechanisms that apply to OCPP-
based EV charging systems. These techniques, mechanisms,
and tools are discussed in the following Sections.

A. Privacy Preservation Techniques

Some privacy preservation techniques in V2G networks
have been developed recently. A number of approaches adopt
the notion of a signature which is key to authentication
schemes; these are further discussed in Section V-B. There are
schemes that use a fully blind signature [143], a partially blind
signature [144], and a restrictive blind signature [145]. An
overview of blind signatures in the context of V2G networks
is given in [62]. The method of blind signing is suitable for
privacy-related schemes such as a PEV network, where digital
payments take place in public areas, since the data is dis-
guised before signed and, therefore, can be publicly verified
with limited exposure.

There are also schemes that propose the use of a group sig-
nature which allows one member of a group to anonymously
sign a message on behalf of the group. These are classified
into master-based [146] and manager-based group signature
schemes [147]. In PEV networks, a group signature scheme
would allow the CS to anonymously authenticate and dynam-
ically manage the connected EVs, relieving the CSMS from
the corresponding computational cost [166].

Additionally, schemes based on ring signature have also
proposed. This method allows each member of a group to sign
a message without revealing the member’s identity [148]. In
contrast to the group signature, the group in a ring signature
is formed in an ad-hoc basis. In [148], a ring signature that
aims to protect the privacy of an EV when it plays different
roles in V2G networks is proposed; an EV can be a customer
when it charges from the grid while it can be a generator when
it discharges back to the grid or supplies electricity to other
EVs, and a storage place when it does not need charging or
discharging.
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Secret sharing techniques have been proposed to address
anonymous data aggregation. In [149], a secret is broken down
to several parts held by different members. To restore the
secret, all or some parts are required. The plug-in time, the
current level of battery charge, and the amount of recharged
electricity are three types of data that are typically held in the
EV charging context by different LAGs. To compromise the
EV data, all LAGs need to be compromised at once.

Homomorphic encryption is another approach to address
data aggregation. It comes in different flavours, including
fully or partially homomorphic encryption [150], and sym-
metric [151] or asymmetric encryption [152].

Other approaches include third-party anonymity [74], which
employs a third-party secure and trusted device to hold sensi-
tive information of other (non-secure) devices (e.g., the EVs
in a PEV network), and anonymity networks [153], which are
communication networks that are designed with a Certificate
Center and a Public Key Infrastructure to conceal network
layer IDs in V2G networks.

The aforementioned techniques introduce an additional
computational effort on the architectural elements of a PEV
network, while they support the data privacy. Depending on the
infrastructure and the resources available in each public-access
PEV charging site, residential charging site and so forth, the
most suitable scheme for privacy reservation is applied.

B. Authentication and Authorization Mechanisms

Authentication and authorization are key issues for the pri-
vacy preservation of the EV charging process [39] and of the
EV and the EV driver credentials. For instance, an authentica-
tion scheme considering the mobility of the EVs in distributed,
as well as in centralized, V2G networks is proposed in [154].

Regarding the EVs authentication, the ISO/IEC 15118 stan-
dard [50] includes a provision for the secure EV connection
to the charging facilities. This comes in two identification
modes, namely the PnC mode and the External Identification
Mode. However, it has been argued that the standard has
some drawbacks [155], [156]. For example, the PnC mode
can authenticate the legitimate EV only, while the External
Identification Mode can authenticate the legitimate EV user
only. This means that an unauthorized EV may be charged
with a valid EV user’s smart card. It also means that an EV
with an authorized digital certificate may be allowed to charge
even if the EV owner is not a valid user.

In short, the standard defines a certificate-based method for
authentication/authorisation purposes, which is uni-modal and
single path, and, therefore, provides low levels of security.
Adversaries can exploit this to launch active attacks [155] such
as MitM and substitution attacks [75].

Recent proposals to mitigate such attacks involve authenti-
cation mechanisms which deploy multiple modes of creden-
tials obtained from multiple paths, before the CS allows the
EV owner to initiate the charging process. A Multimodal and
Multi-pass Authentication Scheme using Contract Certificate
(MMA-CC) has been recently proposed in [100]. This scheme
has two phases. First, a bootstrapping phase where a con-
tract certificate (CCert) is issued to the EV to support secure

and reliable updates from an Original Equipment Manufacturer
(OEM) [37]. Then, and only after the CCert is obtained, the
charging process continues to the MMA-CC operational phase,
where the CCert is sent for validation. The charging can begin
only after an authentication response on the legitimacy of the
credentials is received.

A smart card based scheme, called Multimodal and Multi-
pass Authentication Scheme using Smart Card (MMA-SC),
has also been proposed by the same researchers. MMA-
SC deploys RFID or Near-field communication (NFC) smart
card technologies and targets EVs which do not have dig-
ital certificates neither support V2G PKI [100]. This opens
up the scheme to classic smart card cloning attacks, but the
multimodal aspect of the scheme ensures that these are not
effective.

Moreover, a legitimate contract certificate and valid user
credentials are required in the MMA-CC scheme, while a legit-
imate smart card tag ID and valid user credentials are also
required in the MMA-SC for a successful EV charging pro-
cess; therefore, MitM attacks can be mitigated. Regarding the
substitution attacks in both schemes, the EV charging process
does not proceed until multimodal and multi-pass authentica-
tion, i.e., CCert or the smart card and the user credentials are
validated, thus a substitution attack is not possible.

C. Detection and Deflection Mechanisms

The EV smart charging procedures inherit a multitude of
security concerns and vulnerabilities from all the participat-
ing actors. These vulnerabilities are associated with the actors
themselves, i.e., the EVs (e.g., impersonate attacks, physical
damages), the exchanged messages between the CSs (e.g., pri-
vacy, tampering), and the communication medium used (e.g.,
DoS, DDoS, MitM, RF jamming, eavesdropping) [39]. The
threats associated with the OCPP architecture and the wireless
communication may additionally relate to [64].

(a) Disclosure, which corresponds to the illicit reading
and/or copying of information.

(b) Distortion, any (fake) data insertion, spoofing or modi-
fication action against data, processes or configurations.

(c) Disruption, that comprises the deleting or dropping of
messages, processes or actions.

To address these security concerns in an OCPP architecture,
a distributed IDS can be deployed in different sensor loca-
tions of the network [157] (Figure 8(a)). The distributed IDS
approach complies with PEV networks requirements for [64]:

(a) lightweight detection mechanisms based on knowledge
of the environment like, for example, restricted IDSs,
and

(b) lightweight trust-based systems to make sure that the
information received by a node is reliable and the
network connectivity of the nodes is uninterruptible.

In [157], the information required for detecting attacks
against distributed power metering infrastructures, such as
AMI and PEV networks, is classified as:

(a) System information: health reports from meters, battery
consumption, power overloading, energy theft, software
integrity of AMI devices and clock synchronization.
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Fig. 8. Detection and deflection mechanisms on PEV networks.

(b) Network information: collision rate, packet loss, node
response time, traffic rate, health and integrity of
transmitting messages, associations between physical
addresses, and node identity.

Attacks involving the System information category affect
the AMI, which provides a two-way communication network
between smart meters and utility systems; the attacker offers
interactive services for managing the billing and the electric-
ity consumption. However, the interconnection of the smart
grid distributed elements also introduces new vectors for cyber
attacks. Such cyber attacks concern either the power overload-
ing or the energy theft attack and they can be mitigated with
an energy theft detection system (ETDS) that can effectively
detect energy theft attacks against AMI and differentiate them
from other cyber attacks (Figure 8(b)). The ETDSs use either
classification-based or cluster-based solutions for designing
a pattern-based anomaly detection framework. This type of
continuous multi-level monitoring of the energy consumption
load allows for an efficient and early detection of such cyber
attacks. An example of the use of an ETDS is the consumption
pattern-based energy theft detector (CPBETD) [115], which
is robust against contamination attacks and non malicious
changes in consumption patterns, achieves a high detection
rate and has a low False Positive Rate (FPR).

In the Network information related attacks, the main
problem for the Smard Grid (SG) infrastructure is the
network’s design, which lacks the ability to address the
existing gap between security/resilience requirements and the
provisioning of cost-effective SG communications. Such a
network needs to support the monitoring of all communica-
tions by an IDS, and to provide uninterrupted functionality
even in the case of failure or under cyber attack. The place-
ment of IDS engines and the optimal number of aggregators
should be done with a consideration of the energy consump-
tion of each aggregator, the relay and the aggregators cost, and
the resulting delays [113].

A major issue is the location of the IDS in the network and
the trade-off between cost and security. In [159], the use of
honeypots in the AMI network as a decoy to detect DDoS/DoS
and gather attack’s information is proposed (Figure 8(c)). The
design of a resilient SG communication infrastructure, where
IDS engines are spread across to ensure the monitoring of
flows at a minimum cost is shown in [158]. The work explores
a column-generation model-based approach to address the
detected issues in short computational time. Similarly, a cost
model-based framework to aid utilities in the provisioning of

IDS is proposed in [157]. The framework leverages the output
of risk assessment methodologies, which represent the input
to a decision-assistance model. The model can be used to ana-
lyze the trade-off between cost and benefits of installing IDSs
in different locations. This work also integrates the communi-
cation network (connectivity matrix) into the decision process,
and identifies the optimal positioning of IDS.

Lastly, there are defense mechanisms that can protect the
charging of EVs and detect both jamming and spoofing attacks.
A novel cross-layer IDS for detecting spoofing attacks against
the wireless communication of connected EVs is proposed
in [160]. Gai et al. [161] also introduce a new attack mecha-
nism that uses both jamming and spoofing to intervene in the
normal wireless communications of the smart grid adopting
cognitive radio networking approaches.

All the aforementioned IDSs have the potential to detect
attacks which originate from the AMI network and move
towards MAC or PHY layer attacks, and end-to-end applica-
tion layer attacks between P2P AMI nodes. The main metrics
that are used for the detection are parameters, such as the
Signal to Interference and Noise Ratio (SINR), the Packet
Delivery Ratio (PDR), and the end-to-end delays.

Masquerading, eavesdropping, injection and replay attacks
can occur when messages between the ECUs are not encrypted
and authenticated. To guard against these types of attacks,
MAC can be utilized [71] to secure the Controller Area
Network (CAN) traffic between ECUs. However, MAC often
does not fit into the standard CAN data fields. Moreover,
CAN messages are broadcast to all nodes without discretion.
In [103], [104], an IDS which incorporates machine learning
in order to train and recognize abnormal behavior, is proposed
as an alternative or a supplement to MAC.

Concluding, an open issue regarding the OCPP security is
the integration of the network-related IDSs and the system
architecture-related IDSs with the main objective of a cross-
layer IDS design capable of detecting every kind of attack,
whether it concerns the application layer or those concerning
the lower layers. So, finding the best trade-off for a scalable
and comprehensive cross-layer IDS is key to investing in the
right technology and deploying sensors at optimal locations.

VI. OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

A. Lessons Learned Digest

OCPP version 2.0 is the first protocol’s version that includes
implicit security blocks. Although security was also a chal-
lenge for the previous version developers (i.e., version 1.6),
the issuing of server certificates using the TLS protocol is not
optional in OCPP 2.0 as it was in the previous two versions. To
implement a more secure protocol profile, the TLS is manda-
tory and supports the mutual client-server authentication [25].
However, till today, previous versions of the protocol are still
used; for example, many implementations rely on the older
versions, even on version 1.5. Therefore, the security related
research on the OCPP is very important. Moreover, even for
OCPP 2.0 where TLS is mandatory, the version of TLS used
is also a factor for the protocol security level.
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In the literature, several types of attacks are studied, and,
in most cases, countermeasures are proposed. We provided
an exhaustive analysis of the security related research stud-
ies, grouped in (a) physical attacks, (b) cyber attacks, and
(c) cyber-physical attacks. The studies referred in this survey
discuss the security issues across all versions of the OCPP.

It is interesting that most research outcomes on the
OCPP security are related to the tampering, the Man-in-
the-Middle attacks, the power outage/overload, and the mas-
querading/impersonation attacks. This can be explained by the
following PEV network characteristics, respectively.

• Important devices/assets, e.g., the CS, are exposed in
public access.

• Communication messages exchanged are, in many cases,
not encrypted and carry important/sensitive information,
e.g., the EV driver’s credit card data.

• Service availability is important to the EVs, the con-
sumers, and the power grid, in terms of profit.

• Information regarding the billing/payment process may
be exposed to an attacker and directly converted to profit.

The existing studies have another interesting characteristic:
the countermeasures proposed in the literature do not cover
the protection of the affected assets in every attack. In the
group of physical attacks, specifically regarding tampering that
affects all assets except for the grid, fifteen (15) countermea-
sures are proposed, two (2) of which are protocol features,
none considers the EMS protection and only two (2) of them
consider the CSMS protection. In the same group of attacks,
no countermeasure against the sensor attacks is proposed.

In the group of cyber attacks, the MitM is on the spot-
light, being the most common and dangerous type of attack.
Out of the nine (9) proposed countermeasures, while none
is focusing on the EMS protection. Additionally, for the ARP
spoofing and the RKE cloning, although studies evaluate them
as attacks against the PEV networks, no countermeasure has
been proposed yet.

In the cyber-physical group, the fourteen (14) countermea-
sures proposed against power outage/overload cover most of
the assets affected. However, only three (3) of them protect
the data. The set of cyber-physical attacks includes counter-
measures that cover most or all the affected assets and none
of these attacks is without countermeasures in the literature.

The conclusions drawn regarding the open issues and the
suggested future research directions are based on the current
research outcomes and the security features of OCPP 2.0.
In the following Sections, these open issues are described in
detail.

B. Gaps in Security of Architectural Assets

As already mentioned, in the group of physical attacks
and specifically regarding tampering, fifteen (15) countermea-
sures are proposed, none of which is considering the EMS
protection. In the same group, EMS is one of the elements
classified as a sensor attack targeted asset, with no proposed
countermeasure in the literature.

In the group of cyber attacks, EMS can be targeted by MitM
attacks, for which nine (9) countermeasures are proposed in

the literature, while none is focusing on the EMS protection.
DoS/DDoS attacks can also target EMS. However, out of the
five (5) proposed DoS/DDoS countermeasures, none refers
to the EMS protection. Finally, two (2) out of the two (2)
proposed malware countermeasures are protecting the EMS.

In the last group of cyber-physical attacks, eight (8)
out of the fourteen (14) proposed countermeasures against
power outages/overloads are considering the EMS protec-
tion. Nevertheless, there is a research gap in the literature in
regard to the remaining EMS cyber-physical attacks, as well as
any countermeasure against them that considers EMS. These
remaining attacks are: the substitution, the meter bypassing,
the OTA updates tampering, the smart card cloning, the mas-
querading/impersonation, the FDIA, the insider attacks, and
the switching attacks.

The research gap of security countermeasures for the pro-
tection of the EMS architectural asset may be justified by the
fact that the OCPP function blocks, which include the EMS
in the PEV network, first appeared in the latest OCPP 2.0
smart charging feature [33]. OCPP 2.0 additionally supports
encryption and device management for smart charging [15].
However, as a newly included architectural asset, EMS seems
to lack a strong protection against physical and cyber attacks,
for which countermeasures and good practice proposals will
be welcome in the future.

C. Gaps in Physical Security

An OCPP-based charging implementation is vulnerable to
side-channel attacks when the PLC communication is used. As
already discussed in [77], the PLC circuit operates by design
as an antenna, allowing the waveforms of the PLC communi-
cation to be wirelessly eavesdropped or manipulated. The main
focus of these attacks are the credentials of the EV or/and the
driver. These credentials are transferred from the EV to the CS
via the PLC communication channel, and are then transmit-
ted between the CS and the CSMS during the authentication
process.

The proposed in the literature countermeasures for these
attacks consider the generation and storage of the credentials
within the EV, carried out by an embedded hardware mod-
ule [37], [70]. This solution eliminates the data transmission
over PLC, and, hence, it mitigates the side-channel attacks.
However, the coverage of the proposed side-channel counter-
measures is limited to this solution, although the PLC is widely
used for the communication between the EV and the CS.

D. Gaps in Cyber Security

Some of the identified attacks that affect the OCPP oper-
ations and are discussed in the relevant literature are not
addressed by a countermeasure or a good practice yet. One
example is the sensor attacks that target the EVs. As described
in Section IV-D, these attacks affect the intra-ECU or the
Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) communications and, therefore,
the OCPP operations during a compromised EV charging pro-
cess. In several cases, sensor attacks are also the first step
leading to FDIA, jamming or DoS attacks [96], [97]. However,
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the literature does not contain a work or a study regarding
countermeasures specifically for this physical attack.

The ARP spoofing is a known cyber attack against the PEV
network elements, and, more specifically, against the EV and
the CS [60] and has similarities to the MitM attacks [71].
Nevertheless, no OCPP-specific or PEV-specific countermea-
sures have been proposed so far. ARP spoofing in PEV
networks is currently addressed using conventional counter-
measures, such as identifying an attack, relying on VPNs,
static ARP, IDS implementation, and packet filtering.

This survey highlighted that the RKE cloning is another
attack for which no PEV-specific or OCPP-specific counter-
measures are proposed in the literature. Nonetheless, there
are studies regarding the vulnerability of an EV to RKE
cloning [71], [95] and, it goes without saying, that when
a compromised EV enters the PEV network, the OCPP
operations are consequently affected.

The gaps in the aforementioned attacks are associated with
the CS and the EV. These gaps may partially be explained
by the vendor-agnostic nature of OCPP. This characteristic
allows the protocol to be supported by cross-vendor CSs and
a variety of EV models from various manufacturers. For these
reasons, OCPP security is dependent on the security of all
these products. Another explanation of these gaps is the fact
that OCPP 2.0 with considerations regarding security has been
recently developed.

E. Enhanced Cyber-Physical Security

The scheduling process and the security challenges of an
EV charging system led the research efforts towards the BC
technology. BC is an emerging technology that can be used to
secure the distribution of basic safety messages between the
elements of a PEV network [160]. In the case of OCPP, the
communication between an EV and the CS can be blockchain-
based to ensure privacy and security for the elements identities,
as well as secure metering/billing processes [112], [167].
However, BC suffers from transactions overhead, high storage
requirements, increased computational time, communication
overhead caused by the smart contracts interchange, and high
energy consumption caused by the consensus algorithms.

As a BC enhancement, AI can be used in the transaction
layer to both detect anomalies and forecast the system dynam-
ics. AI can be used to adjust the smart contracts of the BC
technology for improved EV scheduling mechanisms. In prin-
ciple, the integration of AI and BC serves as the niche for a
self-correcting EV charging ecosystem [105]. This can be fur-
ther extended to develop new consensus algorithms that reduce
the overhead in the network while considering the trade-offs
in terms of security. Lastly, the implementation of the fed-
erated learning technique within the BC network would aid
in providing fully-decentralised nodes [105]. These nodes are
interconnected through a P2P network and, therefore, cyber
security vulnerabilities are often caused by the peripheral
applications, such as the digital wallets or the smart con-
tracts [71]. Moreover, the decentralisation of energy trading
may complicate the energy management. The P2P market-
places and the local micro-grids may accelerate grid defection

or may lead to severe under-utilisation of network assets [167].
Future research regarding OCPP should explore how the pro-
tocol can leverage both the BC and the AI technologies for
sufficient security levels and energy management.

F. Enhanced Detection and Deflection Mechanisms

As described in Section V-C, the interconnection of the
smart grid distributed elements introduces vectors for cyber
attacks, such as the power overloading or the energy theft
attacks, which can be mitigated with an ETDS. ETDSs can
effectively detect energy theft attacks against AMIs and dif-
ferentiate them from other cyber attacks, allowing an efficient
and early detection. Despite the fact that energy is the main
consumed asset of an OCPP-based charging system and the
high impact of energy theft in such systems, the number of
ETDSs proposed in the literature is limited [115].

VII. CONCLUSION

The security of a PEV network is important for the charg-
ing service life-cycle and for all the included assets, namely
the EV, the EV’s driver, the charging infrastructure, and the
back-end systems. The protocol used for the communication
within a PEV network should also have security and privacy
protecting features. OCPP is a de facto protocol for the com-
munication between the CS, the CSMS and other back-end
systems. The security of the OCPP has been studied by the
protocol’s developers, who introduced the OCPP 2.0 version
with a set of security features and the implementation of secu-
rity profiles with mandatory use of the TLS protocol. However,
there still exist implementations which use older versions of
the protocol with less security features.

In the literature, several studies address the security of
OCPP, focusing on possible attacks against a PEV network
and the protocol, and proposing a relative countermeasure.
These studies have been grouped and presented here. Although
they provide a wide coverage of many possible attacks against
the protocol, there are some cases, such as the ARP spoof-
ing, the RKE cloning, and the state/sensor attacks, where no
valid countermeasures or good practices have been proposed.
Additionally, some assets are more often spotlighted in terms
of security than others. As a result, limited proposals exist in
the literature regarding the security for systems such as EMS.

The blockchain technique has been the preferred method
in several cases, where a countermeasure was proposed.
The billing process, which is an important part of the PEV
network’s operations, can be well-fulfilled by a blockchain-
based technique, which also protects the data and other
sensitive information with the use of a distributed ledger
and smart contracts. The blockchain techniques are used to
fill security and privacy gaps of the OCPP and this will be
enhanced in the future by the combination of blockchain with
AI solutions.
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